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We study a topological phase of interacting bosons in (3þ 1) dimensions that is protected by charge
conservation and time-reversal symmetry. We present an explicit lattice model that realizes this phase and
that can be studied in sign-free Monte Carlo simulations. The idea behind our model is to bind bosons to
topological defects called hedgehogs. We determine the phase diagram of the model and identify a phase
where such bound states are proliferated. In this phase, we observe a Witten effect in the bulk whereby an
external monopole binds half of the elementary boson charge, which confirms that it is a bosonic
topological insulator. We also study the boundary between the topological insulator and a trivial insulator.
We find a surface phase diagram that includes exotic superfluids, a topologically ordered phase, and a phase
with a Hall effect quantized to one-half of the value possible in a purely two-dimensional system. We also
present models that realize symmetry-enriched topologically ordered phases by binding multiple hedge-
hogs to each boson; these phases show charge fractionalization and intrinsic topological order as well as a
fractional Witten effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of topological phases of matter has been a
major component of condensed matter research in recent
decades. Among the many phases studied, the topological
insulator (TI) is one of the most prominent [1,2]. The TI is a
three-dimensional phase of free fermions. Though it is
insulating in the bulk, its topological behavior can be
deduced from its unusual surface properties, in particular,
the odd number of Dirac cones it has on its surface. The
topological insulator is an example of a symmetry-
protected topological phase (SPT). Like all SPTs, it has
short-ranged entanglement, which implies that it has only
conventional excitations in the bulk and a unique ground
state on any closed manifold. This is in contrast to
intrinsically topologically ordered states like the fractional
quantum Hall states. The relevant symmetries for the
topological insulator are charge conservation and time
reversal, and if either of these symmetries is violated,
the phase loses its topological properties.
One obvious extension of research into topological
insulators is to consider the effects of interactions on their
properties. This is, however, a difficult task. Many of the
methods used to study TIs involve the properties of their
band structure, and these methods obviously do not apply if
interactions are strong. As an introduction to this difficult
problem, one can try to study an analog of the topological
insulator, constructed of interacting bosons instead of
fermions. In bosonic systems, we know that the non-
interacting case would be a condensate, so we can be sure
that the topological behavior is due to the interactions. In
addition, certain theoretical techniques, like the
Monte Carlo studies employed in this paper, work mainly
for bosonic systems.
The study of topological phases of interacting bosons is
relatively recent, but much progress has been made [3–13].
Chen et al. [3] have used group cohomology theory to
determine which symmetries and dimensions can lead to
nontrivial topological phases. However, this approach tells
us little about the properties of these phases, which must be
determined through other methods. One well-studied case
is that of SPT phases with Uð1Þ symmetry in two
dimensions. Lu and Vishwanath [4] proposed a phenom-
enological Chern-Simons field theory to describe both the
bulk and the edges of these states and showed that such
states have a Hall effect quantized to an even integer (in
units of e2=h) and possess gapless counterpropagating edge
modes. Therefore, such states are called “bosonic integer
quantum Hall phases.” Senthil and Levin [5] proposed a
method to realize such phases in a quantum Hall-like
setting by starting with two species of bosons in a magnetic
field and using mutual flux attachment. One drawback of
the flux attachment technique is that it is difficult to relate it
precisely to a microscopic model. To address this, in our
work [7], we provided an alternative exactly solvable
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model that replaces flux attachment by a (precisely for-
mulated) dynamical binding of bosons to vortices. We
studied this model in Monte Carlo simulations and con-
firmed that it realizes the integer quantum Hall phase of
bosons, including observation of the gapless edge modes.
We also showed that by binding multiple vortices to
bosons, we can realize symmetry-enriched topological
phases (SET) [14,15] with long-ranged entanglement.
In this paper, we focus on understanding interacting
bosonic topological phases that are analogs of the electronic
topological insulator in three dimensions. Motivated by the
formal cohomology results [3], Vishwanath and Senthil in
an inspirational paper [6] found effective field theories that
can describe both the bulk and the surface of a three-
dimensional “bosonic topological insulator” with charge-
conservation and time-reversal symmetry. [Though Ref. [6]
introduces a number of topological phases, in this work, we
are concerned with the phase discussed in Sec. IV of that
paper, which can by protected by either Uð1Þ × ZT2 or
Uð1Þ ⋊ ZT2 symmetry and is called the “F” phase by
Senthil [9]]. They found exotic behavior on the surface that
can be used to assert the topological behavior in the bulk.
In particular, Vishwanath and Senthil found three kinds
of exotic phases on the surface of the bosonic TI. These
surface phases cannot exist in a purely two-dimensional
system, and their existence on the surface of a three-
dimensional system shows that the system is topological.
The first kind of phase is a superfluid, which spontaneously
breaks charge-conservation symmetry. There are actually
several different types of superfluids that can exist on the
surface. The gapped vortex excitations in these super-
fluids have properties that cannot exist in a purely two-
dimensional system. Phase transitions between the different
superfluids are predicted to be deconfined critical points.
Another kind of surface phase appears when we break time-
reversal symmetry on the surface. This phase has a Hall
conductivity quantized to one-half of the elementary value
possible in a purely two-dimensional bosonic system.
Since the Hall conductivity in the bosonic integer quantum
Hall effect is quantized to even integers, this surface phase
is expected to have an odd integer Hall conductivity.
Finally, it is possible to have a surface phase that breaks
no symmetries but has a symmetry-enriched intrinsic
topological order of a kind impossible in a purely two-
dimensional system with these symmetries.
In both the two- and three-dimensional cases, the
topological behavior can be thought of as coming from
the binding of bosons to point topological defects, and the
condensation of such objects. In our construction, in two
dimensions the topological defects were vortices, and the
binding is essentially an exact dynamical realization of the
flux attachment. In the three-dimensional systems that we
study here, the topological defects are hedgehogs that we
introduce by adding an additional SOð3Þ “spin” symmetry,
and we construct a bosonic TI by binding hedgehogs of this
symmetry to the bosons [6]. In an independent work,
Metlitski and Fisher also produced a construction that
explicitly binds hedgehoglike “monopole” objects to
bosons without enlarging the continuous symmetry and
showed that it gives the three-dimensional bosonic TI [16],
while the present setting is a bit simpler to analyze and is
amenable to Monte Carlo studies.
In this work, we construct explicit models that realize the
interacting bosonic analog of the topological insulator. The
models have both charge-conservation Uð1Þ symmetry and
a time-reversal ZT2 symmetry, which we discuss in the main
text. We present two different models that realize this
physics. In the first model, the spins are represented by
SOð3Þ degrees of freedom with Heisenberg interactions.
We introduce a term in our action that energetically binds
hedgehogs to bosons, and we show that this term can lead
to a phase (which we call the “binding phase”) where these
bound states are proliferated. We show that this phase
cannot be continuously connected to a phase without
binding (which is topologically trivial) without breaking
symmetry.
In order to show that the binding phase is indeed the
bosonic topological insulator, we attempt to find the phases
predicted by Vishwanath and Senthil on its surface.
Initially, we find only superfluids on the surface. In our
Monte Carlo simulations, we generally measure ground-
state expectation values, and we do not have simple access
to properties of the gapped vortex excitations in these
surface phases. Therefore, we cannot determine whether
the superfluids we observe are the exotic superfluids
predicted by Vishwanath and Senthil, or more conventional
superfluids. We find that the surface superfluids in our
model are connected by a direct transition. If this transition
were second order, then it could be the predicted decon-
fined critical point. However, we cannot access large
enough system sizes to determine the order of the observed
phase transition.
We can try to find other exotic surface phases by
explicitly breaking the ZT2 symmetry of our model on
the surface. If the bulk of the system is in a topological
phase, this will lead to a Hall conductivity quantized to an
odd integer. In order to measure this Hall conductivity in
our system, we need to introduce external gauge fields. In
our first model, this is complicated by our definition of the
hedgehog number, which is a discontinuous function of the
Heisenberg spins. In this case, we do not know how to
properly couple to the external gauge fields, which prevents
us from measuring the surface Hall conductivity.
To remedy this, we introduce a second model that binds
hedgehogs to bosons. In this model, we represent the spins
with an easy-plane CP1 model. We can identify hedgehogs
with the monopoles of the internal compact gauge field of
this CP1 model. This formulation allows us to make several
measurements that demonstrate that our phase is a bosonic
topological insulator.
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One measurement that we can make is called the Witten
effect [16–19]. This is the binding of one-half of a boson
charge to external monopoles in the spin sector. We
introduce such external monopoles into the bulk of our
system and find that each binds precisely half of a boson
charge.
We then determine the surface phases of our model. We
again find superfluids connected by a direct transition. We
can also break the ZT2 symmetry on the surface. In the CP
1
model, we can measure the surface Hall conductivity and
we find it to be quantized to odd integers as predicted. We
reiterate that this Hall conductivity cannot be observed in a
purely two-dimensional model, and so we must be meas-
uring the Hall conductivity on the surface of a topological
phase. Finally, we also find a surface phase that breaks none
of the symmetries of the model. We suspect that this phase
has symmetry-enriched intrinsic topological order of the
kind predicted by Vishwanath and Senthil [6], but we do
not know how to test this using Monte Carlo techniques.
In our studies of the (2þ 1)-dimensional “bosonic
quantum Hall” phases [7], we found that we can obtain
symmetry-enriched phases with intrinsic topological order
by binding multiple topological defects (vortices) to
bosons. We conclude this work by considering such a
binding in (3þ 1) dimensions. We find that binding of
multiple hedgehogs to bosons leads to a bulk phase with
intrinsic topological order, thus opening the study of
bosonic SET phases in (3þ 1) dimensions. To help under-
stand the properties of this SET phase, in the Appendix we
consider a more abstract model where monopoles of a
compact quantum electrodynamics (CQED) are bound to
bosons; we analyze the resulting SPT-like and SET-like
phases in such a CQED × boson theory, and also discuss
how things change upon including matter fields coupled to
the CQED, which is the situation in the CP1 representation
of the spins.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II A, we
introduce our first model, which represents the hedgehogs
using SOð3Þ spins. We demonstrate binding between
bosons and hedgehogs and show how this binding is
protected by symmetry. In Sec. II B, we study the surface
of this model. We find a number of surface phases, all of
which break one or more of the bulk symmetries. Though
this is consistent with the bulk being in a topological phase,
we do not find any quantitative evidence to confirm this. In
Sec. III A, we introduce our second model, which replaces
the SOð3Þ spins with an easy-plane CP1 model, and in
Sec. III B, we observe a Witten effect in this model, which
shows that it is in a topological phase. In Sec. III C, we
introduce the surface of the second model, finding an
intrinsically topologically ordered phase on this surface in
Sec. III D and a Hall effect quantized to one-half the value
possible in a purely two-dimensional phase in Sec. III E.
Finally, in Sec. IV, we realize a bulk phase with intrinsic
topologic order by binding multiple hedgehogs to each
boson, and some of the properties of this phase are
determined in the Appendix by studying a model of
compact electrodynamics coupled to bosons.
II. REALIZING THE TOPOLOGICAL INSULATOR
BY BINDING BOSONS TO HEDGEHOGS
OF SOð3Þ SPINS
We first study the binding between bosons and topo-
logical defects by using hedgehogs of a Heisenberg model
as our topological defects. We demonstrate the existence of
a phase that can be loosely viewed as a condensate of
bound states of bosons and hedgehogs and explore its
properties. This model provides an intuitive introduction to
the physics of such binding. Additional properties of the
resulting SPT phase are considered in Sec. III.
A. Model and its bulk phase diagram
We study the following action, in ð3þ 1ÞD Euclidean
space-time:
S ¼ Sspin þ
λ
2
X
r;μ
½JμðrÞ −QμðrÞ2: ð1Þ
Sspin is an action that controls fluctuations in the SOð3Þ
spins. The second term provides the binding interaction
between bosons and hedgehogs. The bosons are repre-
sented by integer-valued conserved currents, JμðrÞ, defined
on the links of a four-dimensional cubic lattice, where r is a
site label on the lattice and μ ∈ ðx; y; z; τÞ is a direction.
These currents represent the worldlines of the bosons in the
(3þ 1)-dimensional space-time [20]. The QμðrÞ variables
represent the hedgehogs, which are also integer-valued
conserved currents and will be defined shortly. When the
real number λ is large, this term will bind bosons and
hedgehogs together. We work with periodic boundary
conditions and require no net boson charge and no net
boson spatial currents, so that the Jμ space-time currents
have zero total winding number; such conditions are
automatically satisfied for the hedgehog currents Qμ
defined below. Imposing such conditions on the boson
currents is just a convenient choice, which does not affect
the bulk physics, but allows a precise change of variables
involving both J and Q currents [see Eq. (10)].
In this section, we represent the spin degrees of freedom
by SOð3Þ unit vectors. For Sspin, we take the following
action, which describes a Heisenberg model:
Sspin ¼ −β
X
R;μ
~nðRÞ · ~nðRþ μˆÞ: ð2Þ
Here, ~nðRÞ ¼ ðna; nb; ncÞðRÞ are three-component unit
vectors that represent the spins. They reside on a different
lattice from the JμðrÞ variables above. This lattice has its
sites labeled by R and located at the centers of the (hyper)
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cubes of the r lattice in Eq. (1); i.e., the R and r lattices are
dual to each other.
From these ~nðRÞ, we can define the hedgehog currents
QμðrÞ using the prescription in the literature [21–24]
generalized to four dimensions. We summarize this pre-
scription here. We first define variables αμðRÞ, which
reside on links connecting the spins ~ni ≡ ~nðRÞ and
~nj ≡ ~nðRþ μˆÞ:
eiαμðRÞ ¼ 1þ ~ni · ~nj þ ~ni ·
~N0 þ ~nj · ~N0 þ i ~N0 · ð~ni × ~njÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ð1þ ~ni · ~njÞð1þ ~ni · ~N0Þð1þ ~nj · ~N0
q
Þ
:
ð3Þ
Here, ~N0 is a reference vector that we can choose
arbitrarily. We then define plaquette “fluxes” ωμν ∈
ð−π; π as follows:
eiωμνðRÞ ¼ ei½∇μανðRÞ−∇ναμðRÞ: ð4Þ
Here, ∇μανðRÞ≡ ανðRþ μˆÞ − ανðRÞ. One can show that
changing the reference vector ~N0 corresponds to a gauge
transformation of the αμðRÞ variables so that ωμνðRÞ are
independent of the reference vector. Finally, we can define
the hedgehog current:
QμðrÞ ¼
1
4π
ϵμνρσ∇νωρσ; ð5Þ
with implied summation over repeated indices. Consider,
for example,
Qτ

r ¼ Rþ

1
2
;
1
2
;
1
2
;− 1
2

¼ ∇xωyz þ∇yωzx þ∇zωxy
2π
:
The right-hand side is defined on a cube ½R;Rþ xˆ; Rþ
yˆ; Rþ zˆ, and can also be associated with a point Rþ
ðxˆþ yˆþ zˆÞ=2 in the center of this cube. Theω variables are
fluxes passing through the plaquettes of this cube, and the
net flux out of the cube is guaranteed to be integer multiple
of 2π. We then define the hedgehog number to be the net
outgoing flux divided by 2π. When all four dimensions are
considered, the center of this cube can be equivalently
associated with a link in the τ direction from a dual lattice
site r ¼ Rþ ðxˆþ yˆþ zˆ − τˆÞ=2, and the hedgehog number
becomes the τ component, QτðrÞ, of the hedgehog four-
current.
We studied the above action using classical Monte Carlo
simulations. We use the standard Metropolis algorithm: we
change the configuration of the system either by rotating an
~n variable or by inserting a small loop in the Jμ variables,
and we accept or reject this update based on its Boltzmann
weight. In addition to simple independent updates of ~n and
Jμ, when λ is large, one needs to try updates that change
both Jμ andQμ in such a way that the second term in Eq. (1)
is unchanged. To do this, we choose a spin and an amount
to update it, check to see if any Qμ variables will change,
and include matching changes in the Jμ variables as part of
the attempted Monte Carlo move.
In our simulations, we monitor the “internal energy per
site,” ϵ ¼ S=Vol, where Vol≡ L4 is the volume of the
system, which we take to have linear size L in all four
directions. We were able to access system sizes of
L ¼ 6–10; simulations at these sizes took about a day.
From this, we can determine the specific heat per site:
C ¼ ðhϵ2i − hϵi2Þ × Vol ð6Þ
We can locate phase transitions in our model by looking for
singularities in the specific heat. We also monitor the
magnetization per spin:
m ¼ hj
P
R ~nðRÞji
Vol
: ð7Þ
When the spins are disordered, the magnetization is
proportional to 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vol
p
, while in the ordered phase the
magnetization remains nonzero in the thermodynamic
limit. Therefore, we can use measurements of the mag-
netization at different sizes to determine if the spins are
ordered.
To study the behavior of the boson currents, we monitor
current-current correlators, defined as
ρJðkÞ ¼ hJμðkÞJμð−kÞi; ð8Þ
where k is a wave vector, μ is a fixed direction, and
JμðkÞ≡ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vol
p
X
r
JμðrÞe−ikr: ð9Þ
In the space-time isotropic system, ρJðkÞ is independent of
the direction μ, and when we show numerical data, we
average over all directions to improve statistics. In an
ensemble that would allow nonzero total winding number,
ρJð0Þ would be the familiar superfluid stiffness. In our
model Jðk ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0, so this measurement is not available
in our simulations. Instead, we evaluate the correlators
at the smallest nonzero k. For example, if μ is in the
x direction, we can take kmin ¼ ð0; ð2π=LÞ; 0; 0Þ,
ð0; 0; ð2π=LÞ; 0Þ, and ð0; 0; 0; ð2π=LÞÞ and average over
these; we exclude ðð2π=LÞ; 0; 0; 0Þ because in our ensem-
ble the net winding of the Jx current is zero, so the JxðkÞ
evaluated at this wave vector is also zero. We also monitor
current-current correlators of the hedgehog currents, ρQðkÞ,
which are defined in the same way as for the boson
currents.
In the phase where the Jμ are gapped, only small
loops contribute to the current-current correlators and
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ρJðkminÞ ∼ k2min ∼ 1=L2, while when the Jμ proliferate, ρJ is
independent of the system size. Therefore, we can use
finite-size scaling of this quantity to determine the locations
of phase transitions. For the hedgehog currents, ρQðkminÞ ∼
k2min in all phases, so we cannot use finite-size scaling of
this quantity to find phase transitions; this is similar to the
properties of vortex currents in a (2þ 1)-dimensional XY
model and originates from effective long-range interactions
of these topological defects.
The bulk phase diagram of this model is shown in the
inset in Fig. 1 and can be understood essentially analyti-
cally. Indeed, in the case where the entire system is in the
same phase (i.e., the boson-hedgehog binding is applied
everywhere), we can change to new variables in the
partition sum
~JμðrÞ≡ JμðrÞ −QμðrÞ; ð10Þ
which satisfy the same conditions as the original boson
currents. Expressed in these variables, the first and second
terms in Eq. (1) decouple, and we can study them
independently. At small β, the ~n spins are disordered,
which also implies that the hedgehog currents are
proliferated. As β is increased, the spins order. This means
that there is a large energy cost for hedgehog currents to
exist. We say that the hedgehog currents are gapped, and
only small loops of them are present. We can determine the
location of the spin-ordering phase transition by finding
singularities in the heat capacity or by performing finite-
size scaling on the magnetization as described above. The
value found by our numerics agrees with the literature on
the 4D classical Heisenberg model [25].
At small λ, the ~Jμ variables are proliferated. In our
original variables, this means that the boson currents are
effectively independent of the hedgehog currents and are
condensed. At large λ, the ~Jμ variables are gapped. The
boson currents are bound to the hedgehog currents. The
result of this can be seen in Fig. 1, which shows the current-
current correlators for the boson and hedgehog currents. For
small λ, there is no relation between the bosons (red solid
line) and the hedgehogs (blue dashed line). As λ is
increased, the current-current correlators become essentially
identical as the bosons and hedgehogs are bound together.
We can determine the location of the phase transition in λ by
studying singularities in the heat capacity or by performing
finite-size scaling on ρ~J as described above.
We can now summarize the phase diagram shown in the
inset of Fig. 1. At small λ and β, both the boson and the
hedgehog currents are proliferated and are not bound, while
at large λ and β, all currents are gapped. At small λ and large
β, the boson currents are condensed but the hedgehog
currents are gapped. Finally, when λ is large and β is small,
the system is in the “binding” phase with “proliferated”
bound states, which we argue is a ð3þ 1ÞD topological
phase protected by the appropriate symmetries.
It is also helpful to think about the “easy-plane” regime
for the spin variables, in which the spins, ~n ¼ ðna; nb; ncÞ,
are roughly in the ab plane, with only small c components;
we denote the corresponding global symmetry of spin
rotations in the ab plane asUð1Þspin. In the easy-plane case,
we can define “vortices” of the XY spins ðna; nbÞ (i.e.,
phase windings of the complex order parameter
∼na þ inb). The vortices are defined on the plaquettes of
the cubic lattice. Therefore, in the ð3þ 1ÞD space-time,
they are represented as two-dimensional world sheets.
When dealing with vortices, one can gain intuition by
thinking in terms of only the three spatial dimensions of our
(3þ 1)-dimensional space-time. In this picture, the bosons
and hedgehogs are represented by point particles, while the
vortices are represented by lines. The next two paragraphs
can be most easily understood by thinking in this picture.
Though ordinaryXY spins are not defined at the core of a
vortex, our spins have a c component that can point either
up or down at the vortex core. We can define two species of
vortices, which we call the ↑ and ↓ species, depending on
whether nc is positive or negative at the core. This
description is useful since an ↑ vortex ending and contin-
uing as a ↓ vortex is a hedgehog. Therefore, our system can
λ
β
 0.1
 3  3.5  4  4.5  5
ρ
λ
ρJρQ
FIG. 1. Inset: Bulk phase diagram for the model in Eqs. (1) and
(2) with bosons and Heisenberg spins. The phase diagram is
mathematically equivalent to a system of decoupled currents and
spins; hence, the straight line boundaries. At λ ¼ 0, the system
has a paramagnet-ferromagnet transition as β is increased, while
the bosons are superfluid throughout. As λ is increased, the boson
currents bind to the hedgehog currents. The loop pictures in the
phases show a “snapshot” of the phase. Red solid loops mean that
boson currents are proliferated in the phase, while blue dashed
loops indicate proliferated hedgehog currents. The phase of
interest is the “binding” phase in the upper left-hand corner
where bosons are bound to hedgehogs. The main figure shows the
current-current correlations of the bosons and hedgehogs as λ is
increased while β ¼ 0, for a system of linear dimension L ¼ 6.
We see that the correlators become essentially equal as the system
enters the upper left phase, indicating that bosons have bound to
hedgehogs.
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be thought of as a system of vortex lines having two
different species. These vortex lines can change species,
and the locations where this happens are hedgehogs [26].
This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The hedgehog number can be either positive or negative,
and this is determined by the properties of the vortex line
the hedgehog is attached to. If, when looking along the line
from the ↑ core to the ↓ core the vorticity is clockwise
(counterclockwise), we define a positive (negative) hedge-
hog. This is pictured in Fig. 2.
1. Importance of discrete symmetry
The action in Eq. (1) has a Uð1Þ symmetry that comes
from the conservation of the Jμ currents; this is boson
charge conservation symmetry. It also has an SOð3Þ
symmetry from the spins. Both of these symmetries
participate in the protection of the topological phase, in
the sense that if they are broken it is possible to contin-
uously connect the topological phase to a trivial phase. In
addition, the action has a Z2 symmetry, which is obtained
by reflecting the ~n spins in a plane in the spin space. In this
section, we define this symmetry and show that if it is
broken, the binding phase (which we later show is
a bosonic topological insulator) can be continuously con-
nected to a trivial phase.
To see how this affects the hedgehog current, we can
examine Eq. (3), taking the reference vector ~N0 to be in the
plane of reflection. We see that reflecting the spins changes
the sign of the imaginary part of eiαμ , and, therefore, the
hedgehog current changes sign under such a reflection. For
our entire action to be invariant, we therefore need to
combine such reflections with an operation that changes the
sign of the boson currents. For concreteness, we consider
the Z2 symmetry corresponding to reflections of the ~n
variables in the ab plane of the spin space. In this case, the
Z2 symmetry can be summarized as
na; nb → na; nb
nc → −nc
Qμ → −Qμ
Jμ → −Jμ: ð11Þ
Note that it is also possible to reflect the ~n spins around a
different plane, but this is not a distinct symmetry since it is
simply the product of the above Z2 symmetry and an
element of SOð3Þ.
By analogy with the electronic topological insulator,
we would like the Z2 symmetry described above to be a
“time-reversal” symmetry; i.e., it should be antiunitary.
The symmetry in Eq. (11) can be either a unitary or an
antiunitary symmetry. Note that Eq. (1) is a real,
(3þ 1)-dimensional action that is assumed to arise from
the Trotter decomposition of the imaginary time propagator
(i.e., Euclidean path integral) of a three-dimensional
quantum Hamiltonian. The symmetry operations in
Eq. (11) can be derived from the action of a symmetry
operation on the quantum Hamiltonian. Therefore, asking
whether the symmetry in Eq. (11) is antiunitary is the same
as asking whether the symmetry of the quantum
Hamiltonian that generates Eq. (11) is antiunitary. This
is a difficult question for us to answer as we do not know
the quantum Hamiltonian that has Eq. (1) as its Euclidean
path integral. Nevertheless, we take the perspective where
we can check whether the original Hamiltonian has time
reversal by complex conjugating the action combined with
the appropriate variable transformations, and in this way,
we can view the above symmetry of the action also as time
reversal.
In the easy plane case, our system has Uð1Þboson ×
Uð1Þspin in addition to this discrete symmetry. We can
think of the Uð1Þspin as also coming from a boson, and
na þ inb gives the phase degree of freedom of this boson.
We can imagine allowing tunneling between the two Uð1Þ
species. If we do this, then the discrete symmetry should act
the same way on the two species, and we can see that the
above symmetry changes the number of the bosons but not
their phase. In a system consisting of one species of bosons,
the symmetry that acts in this way is antiunitary. From now
on, the symmetry described above will also be treated as
antiunitary and denoted by ZT2 .
FIG. 2. As discussed in the text, the easy-plane spin system has
two species of vortex lines, ↑ and ↓, depending on nc at the core.
A hedgehog is a transition point between the two types of lines,
with the sign of the hedgehog determined by the orientation of the
type and vorticity of the vortex lines, as shown with examples.
This figure shows only the spatial dimensions of the system;
therefore, the hedgehogs are point particles and the vortices are
lines. Applying a Zeeman field to the surface means allowing
only one type of vortex line through the surface. This leads to a
correlation between the hedgehog number (and therefore the
boson charge) and the vorticity at the surface, which is the origin
of the Hall conductivity.
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The action in Eq. (1) is invariant under several Z2
symmetries, but for our purposes, we consider only the ZT2
symmetry described above as important, as it protects the
topological behavior. To see this, we can break this
symmetry and argue that the topological phase is destroyed.
We break the ZT2 symmetry by introducing a Zeeman field
into our action:
SZeeman ¼ −h
X
R
ncðRÞ: ð12Þ
Here, h is the strength of the Zeeman field, which points in
the c direction. Note that the Zeeman field does not break
Uð1Þspin or Uð1Þboson. In our picture of two species of
vortices (Fig. 2), the Zeeman field forbids one of the
species. Since the vortex lines cannot change species,
hedgehogs are forbidden and the binding phase is
destroyed. This can be made more precise if we replace
the binding term in Eq. (1) with the following term:
λ
2
X
r;μ
½JμðrÞ − ηQμðrÞ2; ð13Þ
where η is a real number. If we choose the parameters β and
λ so that the system is initially in the binding phase, the
introduction of η allows us to tune the system between the
binding phase (η ¼ 1) and the trivial insulator (η ¼ 0).
Without a Zeeman field, the system undergoes a phase
transition as η is changed between 1 and 0. When a Zeeman
field is applied, the hedgehogs are effectively forbidden,
and we can find a path in the h, η parameter space that
connects the two phases without undergoing a phase
transition. First, we make h arbitrarily large to align all
the spins. We know that there is no phase transition during
this process since when η ¼ 1, the change of variables in
Eq. (10) leads to decoupled ~J currents, and we know that
there is no phase transition when a Zeeman field is applied
to a system of SOð3Þ spins. Once all the spins are aligned,
there is no hedgehog current (Qμ ¼ 0 everywhere), and so
we are free to tune η to zero. Then, we can tune h back to
zero, and we have successfully reached the trivial phase.
Thus, in the presence of the Zeeman field, the phase with
η ¼ 1 is not distinct from the trivial insulator.
2. Binding of multiple bosons to a hedgehog
The above methods also allow us to answer the question
of what happens to the system if η in Eq. (13) is an integer
larger than 1. In a Uð1Þ ×Uð1Þ system in two dimensions,
we study the binding of multiple bosons to vortices
(realized by taking integer η) and find that each number
of bound bosons leads to a different symmetry-protected
topological phase [7]. There are, therefore, as many SPTs
as there are integers, in agreement with the cohomology
classification [3,4]. In the present three-dimensional case,
the classification of Chen et al. [3] for Uð1Þ and ZT2
symmetry predicts the existence of only a finite number of
such symmetry-protected topological phases, implying that
not every value of η would lead to a distinct phase. Indeed,
we find that all systems with η an even integer are
topologically trivial, while when η is odd, we have the
same topological phase as η ¼ 1.
We can justify this claim by showing that η ¼ 2 can be
continuously connected to η ¼ 0, which is a trivial insu-
lator. This argument can then be extended to show that any
two systems where η differs by 2 are in the same phase. Our
argument is inspired by Ref. [10], except that here we are
working with a microscopic model rather than a topological
field theory. We start by considering two copies of our
action, each with its own bosons and Heisenberg spins and
with η ¼ 1:
S ¼ −βX
R;μ
½~nð1ÞðRÞ · ~nð1ÞðRþ μˆÞ þ ~nð2ÞðRÞ · ~nð2ÞðRþ μˆÞ
þ λ
2
X
r;μ
ð½Jð1Þμ ðrÞ −Qð1Þμ ðrÞ2 þ ½Jð2Þμ ðrÞ −Qð2Þμ ðrÞ2Þ;
ð14Þ
where the superscripts indicate which copy a variable is
from. We now couple the two copies by adding the
following terms:
δS ¼ −AX
R
~nð1ÞðRÞ · ~nð2ÞðRÞ
− B
X
r
cos½Φð1ÞðrÞ − Φð2ÞðrÞ: ð15Þ
When A is large and positive, the first term above locks
spins of the different copies together, ~nð1Þ ≈ ~nð2Þ. The
hedgehog variables, therefore, take on the same values,
and either can be viewed as the hedgehog number of the
whole spin system in this case: Q ≈Qð1Þ ≈Qð2Þ. On the
other hand, when A is large and negative, the spins of
different types are locked in opposite directions,
~nð1Þ ≈ −~nð2Þ, and Qð1Þ ≈ −Qð2Þ.
The Φ variables are 2π-periodic phases that can be
thought of as conjugates to the Jμ variables. More precisely,
in our path integral, we sum over only the configurations of
Jμ in which the currents are divergenceless. We can instead
sum over all configurations of Jμ and include the following
term in our path integral:
Z
2π
0
DΦðrÞe−i
P
r
ΦðrÞð
P
μ
∇μJμÞðrÞ; ð16Þ
which dynamically enforces the constraint that the boson
currents be conserved. We introduce Φ variables for each
copy of the boson currents, and the B term is tunneling
between the two copies. When B is large (of either sign),
only the sum of Jð1Þ and Jð2Þ is conserved and can be
identified as the current of the whole boson system (i.e.,
combining both copies).
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When A and B are large and positive, we can expand the
terms on the second line of Eq. (14), and take
J ¼ Jð1Þ þ Jð2Þ, Q ¼ Qð1Þ ¼ Qð2Þ. In this case, we obtain
coupling between J and Q that is effectively the same as in
Eq. (13) with η ¼ 2. On the other hand, when A is large and
negative, but B is still large and positive, J is unchanged,
but its coupling to the hedgehogs vanishes as contributions
from Qð1Þ and Qð2Þ cancel; this gives Eq. (13) with η ¼ 0.
We can continuously deform A ¼ 0, B ¼ 0 to A ¼ ∞, B ¼
∞ without undergoing a phase transition. In addition, we
can deform A ¼ 0, B ¼ 0 to A ¼ −∞, B ¼ ∞ without
undergoing a phase transition. This implies that we can
tune from η ¼ 2 to η ¼ 0 without undergoing a phase
transition, and so both of these cases are in the trivial
insulating phase.
B. Phase diagram on the boundary between the binding
phase and a trivial insulator
By analogy to the fermionic topological insulator, we
expect that one way to investigate the topological nature of
our phase is to study the physics of its surface. In particular,
a number of interesting phases have been predicted on the
surface of the bosonic TI [6], and if we can identify these
phases on the surface of our binding phase, it will be a
powerful argument that the binding phase is a bosonic TI.
We introduce a surface between the binding phase and a
trivial insulator by allowing η in Eq. (13) to vary spatially.
We vary η in the z direction, so that
η½r ¼ ðx; y; z; τÞ ¼

1 zL ≤ z < zR
0 otherwise:
ð17Þ
This leads to the binding phase in the region zL < z < zR,
while the trivial phase occupies the rest of the space. Note
that there are two surfaces of the binding phase: one at zL
and one at zR. The above geometry in our Monte Carlo
setup with periodic boundary conditions corresponds to a
four-dimensional torus that is divided into two parts along
the z direction.
On the surface, we can measure all of the quantities that
we measured in the bulk, but we now sum only over the
sites near the surface (and when averaging over directions,
we use only the xˆ, yˆ, and τˆ directions).
The binding between hedgehogs and bosons in the bulk
of the topological phase leads to exotic physics on the
surface. In both the binding and trivial phases, hedgehog
currents are proliferated, while boson currents are bound to
the hedgehog currents in the binding phase and are absent
in the trivial phase, as shown in Fig. 3. Consider what
happens when a hedgehog loop tries to cross the boundary
between the phases. Since the boson currents must form
closed loops, the above conditions cannot both be satisfied
without something interesting happening on the surface.
For example, we could have unbound boson currents on the
surface, or hedgehogs could be effectively forbidden from
crossing the surface.
In order to study the surface physics and search for the
exotic surface behavior predicted in Ref. [6], we first
determine the surface phase diagram. To do this, we fix
the values of β and λ in the bulk and tune them on only one
of the surfaces, by setting
βμðX; Y; Z; TÞ ¼

βsurf Z ¼ zR − 1=2; μ ¼ xˆ; yˆ; τˆ
βbulk otherwise;
ð18Þ
λμðx; y; z; τÞ ¼

λsurf z ¼ zR; μ ¼ xˆ; yˆ; τˆ
λbulk otherwise:
: ð19Þ
Here, we focus on the surface at zR, and μ denotes link
orientation for either β or λ terms. We show the surface
phase diagram in the inset of Fig. 4. All data are taken with
βbulk ¼ 0, λbulk ¼ 5.2, parameters that put the bulk deep
into the binding phase. The surface phase diagram contains
three distinct phases. When λsurf is small, the bosons are in
a superfluid phase, breaking their Uð1Þ symmetry. This is
the scenario pictured in Fig. 3, where hedgehogs can cross
the surface, and these crossings are connected by boson
currents. If βsurf is also small, the SOð3Þ symmetry is
unbroken as the spins are disordered. As the βsurf increases
at small λsurf , the SOð3Þ symmetry breaks, and so both
symmetries are broken. Finally, at large λsurf , bosons see a
large energy cost, and so the Uð1Þ symmetry is unbroken.
This forbids hedgehogs from crossing the surface, leading
FIG. 3. A snapshot of the system, when it is spatially divided
into a region that is a trivial insulator and a region that is in the
binding phase. In the trivial phase, boson currents are gapped and
hedgehog currents are proliferated. In the binding phase, both
currents are gapped individually, but their bound states are
proliferated. Large hedgehog current loops can exist in either
region; however, when such a loop tries to cross the boundary, the
conservation of boson current leads to a conflict between the two
sides, and this can lead to exotic surface physics.
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to a system of SOð3Þ spins with hedgehogs forbidden,
which on the three-dimensional cubic latice is known
to have magnetic order, thus breaking the SOð3Þ symmetry
[22,24].
The locations of the phases and phase transitions in
Fig. 4 are determined by studying singularities in the
specific heat, as well as by studying the surface magneti-
zation and current-current correlators. As an example of
such data, in the main plot of Fig. 4, we show the
magnetization, multiplied by the square root of the volume
of the surface (L3=2). This quantity should be constant when
the spins are disordered and should grow with system size
when they are ordered. The data are taken with βsurf ¼ 0
and increasing λsurf . We can see that the spins order
at λsurf ≈ 4.
In order to use the current-current correlators to detect
the breaking of the Uð1Þ boson symmetry on the surface,
we must think through such measurements carefully. In a
D-dimensional system of boson worldlines (space-time
currents), the argument that ρJðkminÞ ∼ k2min ∼ 1=L2 in the
gapped phase relies on the conservation of the currents J.
However, this is no longer true if we consider only the
surface, as currents can enter and exit from the rest of the
system. Therefore, we instead measure the current-current
correlators in the entire system (though only in the xˆ, yˆ, and
τˆ directions, which are parallel to the surface). When
currents are gapped everywhere, this quantity will still
be proportional to 1=L2. If we measure the current-current
correlator only on the surface in the phase where the surface
is a superfluid, we would expect the result to be indepen-
dent of system size. Since we are measuring the correlator
over the whole system, the result should be proportional to
the fraction of the system that makes up the surface, which
is 1=L. In Fig. 5, we plot ρJL2. We see that at large λsurf this
quantity is independent of system size, which tells us that
the currents are gapped everywhere and the surface is an
insulator in the boson degrees of freedom. At small λsurf ,
ρJL2 ∼ L, which tells us that there is a region whose
volume fraction is proportional to 1=Lwhere the bosons are
in a superfluid phase. We interpret this as evidence that
there is a superfluid at the surface.
The surface phase where the Uð1Þ boson symmetry is
broken is clearly a superfluid of bosons. In the easy-plane
picture, the spins can also be thought of as having a Uð1Þ
symmetry that is broken when the spins are ordered, and so
the phase where the spins order can also be thought of as a
superfluid of new particles representing the spins. We can
now ask whether these superfluids are trivial superfluids or
the exotic superfluids thought to exist on the surface of a
bosonic TI [6]. The exotic properties have to do with the
charge and statistics of gapped vortex excitations, and,
unfortunately, we do not have access to these properties in
our Monte Carlo simulation. Therefore, our surface super-
fluids cannot tell us whether the binding phase is a
bosonic TI.
One predicted feature of the superfluids on the surface of
the bosonic TI is that they are connected by a direct
transition that is a deconfined critical point [6]. As shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, our SOð3Þ and Uð1Þ symmetries appear to
break on the opposite sides of the same point, and so it
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FIG. 4. The inset shows the phase diagram of the surface of the
binding phase, without a Zeeman field. It is obtained by tuning
the bulk parameters deep into the binding phase and then varying
β and λ only on the surface. We find that in this model our surface
always spontaneously breaks a symmetry. At small βsurf and λsurf ,
the bosonUð1Þ symmetry is broken and the bosons condense into
a superfluid, while at large λsurf the spin SOð3Þ symmetry is
broken and the spins align into a ferromagnet. At small λsurf and
large βsurf , both symmetries are broken. The main plot shows
surface magnetization on a sweep in λsurf for βsurf ¼ 0. We show
mL3=2, which is independent of system size in the disordered
phase and grows with system size in the ordered phase. We can
clearly see that the SOð3Þ symmetry is broken as λsurf is increased
past a value of approximately 4. All data in this section are taken
with βbulk ¼ 0, λbulk ¼ 5.2.
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FIG. 5. Current-current correlators of the entire system, multi-
plied by L2, used to detect symmetry breaking of the bosons on
the surface. This quantity is constant when the boson Uð1Þ
symmetry is preserved and increases linearly with system size
when it is broken on the surface. Parameters used are the same as
in Fig. 4. We see that there is a phase transition at λsurf ≈ 4.
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appears that we also have a direct transition between these
phases; however, we would need larger system sizes to see
whether there is indeed a direct transition and whether it is
continuous. Though this does not definitively show that the
binding phase is topological, it does provide evidence that
we have an unusual field theory on the surface.
C. Surface with Zeeman field
Another exotic phase predicted to exist on the surface of
the bosonic TI is a phase that breaks ZT2 symmetry and has
a quantized Hall response. We can try to realize this phase
by applying a Zeeman field on the surface of our model to
explicitly break the ZT2 symmetry. We add a term similar to
Eq. (12) to our action, but only on the surface of the model.
We then expect that there is a surface phase that does not
break any Uð1Þ symmetry—i.e., an insulator—but which
has the surface Hall conductivity quantized to an odd
integer, which is different from the even values expected in
the ð2þ 1ÞD bosonic integer quantum Hall effect. For
easy-plane spins, we expect that a finite Zeeman field is
needed to destroy the surface superfluids to reach this
phase, while for SOð3Þ spins used here and starting in the
spin-ordered phase, we expect to immediately transition to
the quantum Hall insulator [24].
In our Monte Carlo study, we actually apply Zeeman
field h to both surfaces but take the fields on the two
surfaces to have opposite signs. We take λ ¼ 5.2 and β ¼ 0
everywhere (including at the surfaces), which puts the bulk
regions deep into the binding or trivial phases, respectively,
while the surfaces start in the spin-ordered phase at h ¼ 0.
Since the Hall conductivity in the surface system of spins
and bosons will be due to correlations between the vorticity
of the spins and the boson charges [7], we measure these
correlations directly before moving on to the more com-
plicated Hall conductivity measurement. In the absence of
the Zeeman field, we can use the ZT2 symmetry, which is a
reflection of the ~n variables in the ab plane, to change the
sign of the hedgehog and hence the boson charge without
changing the spin vorticity, and so such correlations vanish.
This can be seen in Fig. 2, where, for example, on the top
surface there is one clockwise vortex attached to a positive
hedgehog (which is in turn bound to a positively charged
boson), and another clockwise vortex is attached to a
negative hedgehog. Applying a Zeeman field corresponds
to only allowing one type of vortex (↑ or ↓) to pass through
the surface. In Fig. 2, this means that only solid lines are
allowed to pass through the top surface. We can see that this
leads to a correlation between the vorticity of the vortex on
the surface and the charge of the boson it is binding nearby.
We can further think about Fig. 2 as depicting a slab of
the binding phase. Opposite Zeeman fields on the two
surfaces give us a quasi-two-dimensional slab on which
vortices are bound to charges with definite relation between
the vorticity and charge, and these bound states are
proliferated. We have studied such a system in a previous
work [7] and found that its Hall conductivity is quantized
to be equal to 2. It is reasonable to assume that this
conductivity is evenly distributed between the two surfaces,
leading to the surface Hall conductivity equal to one on
each surface. This intuitive argument reproduces the
prediction of Ref. [6].
To measure correlations between vortices and bosons,
we first define the spin vorticity VμνðRÞ as
VμνðRÞ ¼
1
2π
½∇μsνðRÞ − ∇νsμðRÞ; ð20Þ
where sμðRÞ ∈ ð−π; π measures the difference between
the spin angles at Rþ μˆ and R and brings it to ð−π; π:
sμðRÞ≡

tan−1

nbðRþ μˆÞ
naðRþ μˆÞ

− tan−1

nbðRÞ
naðRÞ

mod 2π:
We can then Fourier transform the vorticity as follows:
VxyðkÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
L3
p
X
R
0
VxyðRÞe−ik·R: ð21Þ
The prime on the sum indicates we are summing over all
sites at a fixed z ¼ zR. We measure jhVxyðkminÞJτð−kminÞij,
where kmin ¼ ð2π=L; 0; 0; 0Þ, and the results are shown
in Fig. 6.
We see that as soon as the Zeeman field is applied, the
vortices and charges become correlated. Unlike the Hall
FIG. 6. Spin vortex-boson charge correlators near the surface of
the binding phase in the model Eqs. (1) and (2) using Heisenberg
spins. The horizontal axis is the strength of the Zeeman field
applied only near the surfaces (and of opposite sign on the two
surfaces). We see that as soon as the Zeeman field is turned on,
the correlator takes a nonzero value. The value is nonuniversal,
but it is approximately the same on the top and bottom surfaces.
Data are taken with β ¼ 0, λ ¼ 5.2 everywhere and the binding
phase occupying half of the system, cf. Eq. (17). Since we do not
know how to properly couple external gauge fields to this system,
we are unable to compute the Hall conductivity.
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conductivity, we do not expect these correlations to
approach any universal value. We do note that the corre-
lations on the two surfaces of the system are approximately
equal, which is encouraging as we would expect the Hall
conductivity on these surfaces to be equal as well. The
differences between the correlations on the two surfaces is
likely due to the fact that the surfaces are realized differ-
ently on a lattice, but we expect that universal values such
as the Hall conductivity would not have these differences.
In order to measure Hall conductivity, we need to couple
both the bosons and spins to external probing gauge fields,
and then use linear response theory to determine the
conductivity. When we do this we run into a problem,
which has to do with the way the hedgehog currents Qμ are
defined. We can see from Eq. (4) that ωμν is a discontinuous
function of spins since we require it to be brought to
ð−π; π. When including the probing gauge fields, this
causes the path integral to be a discontinuous function of
the probing fields, which prevents us from taking the
derivatives needed for linear response theory, and so we
do not know how to calculate conductivity in this system.
In the next section, we find a way around this problem,
while in the present case, we can appeal to only the intuitive
argument presented above.
III. REALIZING THE TOPOLOGICAL
INSULATOR BY BINDING BOSONS TO
HEDGEHOGS OF AN EASY-PLANE CP1 MODEL
The Heisenberg model discussed in the previous section
allows us to realize a “binding” phase of bosons and
hedgehogs. However, in this model we are unable to find
definitive evidence that the binding phase is in fact a
symmetry-protected bosonic topological insulator,
although our indirect arguments are compelling. In this
section, we introduce a new model, which includes the spin
degrees of freedom in aCP1 representation. This theory has
two spinor matter fields (“spinons”) coupled to a compact
gauge field and is a faithful representation of the micro-
scopic spin system with short-range interactions (i.e., such
a lattice “field theory” is “emergable” from a local micro-
scopic Hamiltonian). We see that this formulation allows us
to make measurements, such as a Witten effect in the bulk
and a quantized Hall conductivity on the surface, which
indicate that the binding phase is a bosonic TI.
A. Bulk phase diagram
The following action represents the spins in the CP1
representation:
Sspin ¼ −β
X
s¼↑;↓
X
R;μ
½z†sðRÞzsðRþ μˆÞe−iaμðRÞ þ c:c:
− K
X
R;μ<ν
cos½∇μaνðRÞ − ∇νaμðRÞ: ð22Þ
Here, the spins are represented by two complex bosonic
fields z↑, z↓ (“spinons”), which satisfy jz↑j2 þ jz↓j2 ¼ 1.
We can write the z fields as a spinor, z≡ ðz↑; z↓ÞT , and
extract the spin ~n ¼ z†~σz, where ~σ ≡ ðσ1; σ2; σ3Þ is a vector
of Pauli matrices. The spinon fields are minimally coupled
to a compact gauge field aμðRÞ. The last term is a Maxwell-
like term for the compact gauge field, which appears after
partially integrating out the spinon fields. The variables in
the above action live on a cubic lattice, where R gives the
position on the lattice and μ, ν are directions. [The
equivalence of the above action to Eq. (2) can be seen
by taking K ¼ 0 and integrating out the gauge fields aμ,
which leads to a model of SOð3Þ spins that are energetically
preferred to point in the same direction [23]].
The CP1 model defined above actually has global SOð3Þ
symmetry, similar to the previous section. In this section,
we find it convenient to break the SOð3Þ symmetry down to
Uð1Þ explicitly by taking the easy-plane limit of the CP1
model. We align all the spins ~n in the ab plane, which
corresponds to fixing the magnitude of z↑ and z↓, and
allowing only phase fluctuations, i.e., zs ≡ ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Þeiϕs .
The CP1 model in the easy-plane limit becomes
Sspin ¼ −β
X
s¼↑;↓
X
R;μ
cos½∇μϕsðRÞ − aμðRÞ
þ K
2
X
R;μ<ν
½∇μaνðRÞ − ∇νaμðRÞ − 2πBμνðRÞ2: ð23Þ
Here, ϕ↑ and ϕ↓ are 2π-periodic variables that represent the
phases of the spinon fields. We also replace the cosine in
the Maxwell term by a quadratic “Villain” form, with Bμν
which are unconstrained, integer-valued dynamical varia-
bles residing on the plaquettes of the lattice. Upon sum-
ming over Bμν in the partition sum, the third term generates
a 2π periodic function of ∇μaν − ∇νaμ, and therefore this
does not change the universality class of the problem.
Using the Villain form of the Maxwell term is advanta-
geous, as it allows us to define the hedgehog current:
QμðrÞ ¼
1
2
ϵμνρσ∇νBρσ: ð24Þ
Note that QμðrÞ resides on the links of the lattice whose
sites are labeled by r, which, as in the previous section, is
interpenetrating with the lattice labeled by R. The above
definition is analogous to Eq. (5) with Bρσ↔ωρσ=ð2πÞ. The
Bμν variables have the meaning of “Dirac strings” of the
hedgehogs. Thus defined, the hedgehogs in the CP1 model
are actually monopoles of the compact gauge field aμ. We
continue to call them hedgehogs in this work to avoid
confusion with a different type of monopole intro-
duced later.
We can again study the model described by Eqs. (1) and
(23) in Monte Carlo simulations. Equilibration becomes
difficult in the regime where K and λ are large, and it is
necessary to include composite updates that simultaneously
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change multiple variables. One such update is to change
Bμν while also changing Jμ, so that there is no change in the
second term in Eq. (1). Another update is to change both aμ
and Bμν in such a way as to keep the K term in
Eq. (23) small.
We can find phase transitions in this model by looking
for singularities in the specific heat, which is defined in the
same way as in the previous section. We can identify order
in the bosonic degrees of freedom by studying the super-
fluid stiffness and order in the spins by studying the
magnetization. In this easy-plane version of the model,
the spin degree of freedom is an XY vector with compo-
nents ðna; nbÞ. Since ðna; nbÞ ¼ ðcosϕspin; sinϕspinÞ with
ϕspin ¼ ϕ↑ − ϕ↓, the magnetization is given by
m ¼ hj
P
Re
i½ϕ↑ðRÞ−ϕ↓ðRÞji
Vol
: ð25Þ
The phase diagram in this model is parametrized by β, K,
and λ. As in the previous section, we can make the change
of variables in Eq. (10) and find that the ~J part of the
problem decouples from the spin part. The behavior of the
bosons is the same as in the previous section. When λ is
small, the physical bosons are essentially independent of
the hedgehogs, and are in the superfluid phase. As λ is
increased, they become bound to hedgehogs. The transition
happens at λ ≈ 4. The locations of the phase transitions
in the spin degrees of freedom are independent of λ, though
the nature of the various phases is not. In Fig. 7, we show
the phase diagram in the β and K variables for two cases: λ
small and λ large. The phase diagram is consistent with the
easy-plane CP1 model in the literature [27].
We first consider the case when λ is small. The bosons
will be in a superfluid phase for any β and K. The spin
system has the following three phases. (i) When β andK are
small, the spin degrees of freedom are disordered and the
hedgehogs are proliferated. The phase is therefore a
conventional paramagnet in the spin degrees of freedom.
(ii) As K is increased, hedgehogs acquire a large energy
cost and become gapped. This phase was studied in
Refs. [24,26,27]. It is known as the Coulomb phase [28]
because it has an emergent gapless photon and gapped
excitations that carry charge 1=2 and interact via a
Coulomb interaction. (iii) Finally, the phase at large β
has a large energy penalty for spin fluctuations, and so the
spins order. This phase is a conventional ferromagnet in the
spin degrees of freedom.
In the case when λ is large, the spin parts of the Coulomb
and ferromagnetic phases do not change, since both of
these phases suppress hedgehogs. These phases are now
trivial insulators in the boson degrees of freedom. On the
other hand, in the paramagnetic phase, the hedgehogs are
proliferated and the bosons become bound to them. This is
the binding phase, which we argue is a topological phase
protected by the Uð1Þspin ×Uð1Þboson and ZT2 symmetries.
1. Symmetries when the spins are represented by
an easy-plane CP1 model
When representing our spins with an easy-plane CP1
model, we explicitly break the SOð3Þ symmetry from the
previous section down to a Uð1Þ symmetry that corre-
sponds to spin rotations in the easy plane. This complicates
our discussion of the discrete symmetries of the model.
In the previous section, all reflections of ~n are related to
each other by an operation in SOð3Þ, but in the easy-plane
case, e.g., reflections in the ab plane ðna; nb; ncÞ →
ðna; nb;−ncÞ are now distinct from reflections in the ac
plane ðna; nb; ncÞ → ðna;−nb; ncÞ. The result of this is that
there are now two ZT2 symmetries that protect the topo-
logical phase, in the sense that as long as any one of these
symmetries is preserved, the topological phase cannot be
continuously connected to a trivial phase. The first ZT2
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FIG. 7. Bulk phase diagram in the β and K variables for the
model defined in Eqs. (1) and (23) where the spins are described
by an easy-plane CP1 model. The top panel shows the phases at
small λ, while the bottom panel shows large λ. The locations of
the phase boundaries are independent of λ, but the nature of the
phases is not. Symbols indicate points where the phase transitions
are identified numerically from singularities in the heat capacity.
The candidate for the topological phase is the binding phase,
which occurs at large λ, small β, and small K.
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symmetry is the same as that in the previous section; in the
variables of Eq. (23) it reads
ϕ↑ → −ϕ↓
ϕ↓ → −ϕ↑
aμ → −aμ
Bμν → −Bμν
Jμ → −Jμ
i → −i: ð26Þ
This symmetry corresponds to a reflection in the ab plane.
The second ZT2 symmetry is a combination of reflec-
tions in the ab and ac planes and acts on spins as
ðna; nb; ncÞ → ðna;−nb;−ncÞ. In the CP1 representation,
this symmetry is given by
ϕ↑ → ϕ↓
ϕ↓ → ϕ↑
aμ → aμ
Bμν → Bμν
Jμ → Jμ
i → −i: ð27Þ
Note that a symmetry which consists of only a reflection in
the ac plane does not protect the topological phase, as
under this symmetry we can still apply the Zeeman field in
the c direction and connect to a trivial phase as in Sec. II A
1. Note also that we cannot apply fields in the ab plane, as
this would violate the Uð1Þspin symmetry.
If either of the above ZT2 symmetries is preserved, the
topological phase cannot be connected to a trivial phase. A
system with only the first symmetry has a total symmetry of
Uð1Þspin × Uð1Þboson × ZT2 , while if we consider the second
symmetry, the direct product in front of ZT2 is replaced with
a semidirect product. (See Sec. V for further discussion of
these symmetries.) The Zeeman field introduced in the
previous section (and used again below) breaks both of
these symmetries.
Note that in the presence of separate Uð1Þspin and
Uð1Þboson symmetries, we could, in principle, consider
unitary symmetries given by Eqs. (26) and (27), by simply
omitting the complex conjugation. However, if we imagine
introducing a tunneling between the two Uð1Þ symmetries,
which would reduce the total symmetry to Uð1Þ × ZT2 [or
Uð1Þ ⋊ ZT2 ], the discrete symmetry should then treat both
spin and boson variables in the same way. We find that this
condition is satisfied as long as the above symmetries are
understood as antiunitary; hence, we refer to these sym-
metries as ZT2 .
B. Observation of a Witten effect
The CP1 representation allows us to make a bulk
measurement that can detect whether our system is a
bosonic topological insulator. This measurement, predicted
in both the fermionic [29] and bosonic [16–19] TIs, is
called a Witten effect, and is the tendency of an external
magnetic monopole in a TI to bind to charge. In our system
with Uð1Þ ×Uð1Þ symmetry, the Witten effect corresponds
to monopoles of one of the symmetries acquiring one-half
charge of the other symmetry. [If theUð1Þ symmetries were
identified, the charges add so that a unit charge would bind
to each monopole. This “screening charge” does not change
the statistics of the monopole, so we have charged, bosonic
monopoles that do not exist in trivial insulators. We could
neutralize this charge by turning the monopole into a
fermion—this is the statistical Witten effect mentioned
in the literature [9,17]]. In order to justify our claim that the
binding phase is a bosonic TI, we now demonstrate that our
system exhibits a Witten effect.
The first step in measuring a Witten effect in our
Monte Carlo simulation is to add externalUð1Þ gauge fields
to the system. These external fields correspond to the
Uð1Þspin and Uð1Þboson symmetries of the system. We fix
configurations for these fields before performing the sim-
ulations, which corresponds to putting our system in some
external electromagnetic field. These external gauge fields
[A1μ, which is coupled toUð1Þspin, andA2μ, which is coupled
toUð1Þboson] are distinct from the internal, dynamical gauge
field aμ. Similarly, the external monopoles introduced in this
section are different from the hedgehogs (which are monop-
oles of the field aμ) discussed previously. We introduce
magneticmonopoles in theUð1Þspin gauge field andmeasure
Uð1Þboson charge. The Witten effect is the statement that the
external monopoles of theUð1Þspin gauge field will bind half
of a charge of the Uð1Þboson symmetry.
Let us first consider the gauge field coupled to the spin
degrees of freedom. Here, it is convenient to think in terms
of a parton description. This is a description of a spin model
by using the easy-plane CP1 model in which the phases ϕ↑
and ϕ↓ represent the phases of different types of bosonic
“partons.” These partons each represent one-half of a
physical boson. Each parton carries a unit charge under
the internal gauge field a. The physical boson carries unit
charge under the external gauge field, which we denote A1.
The partons carry half a charge under this gauge field, with
one parton carrying positive charge and the other negative.
To modify Eq. (23) to reflect this, we addA1μ=2 inside the
cosines on the first line. Partially integrating out the parton
fields then gives compact Maxwell terms in the field
combinations aμ þ A1μ=2 and aμ − A1μ=2, with equal
couplings due to the ZT2 symmetry. We can write each
in the Villain form, which introduces two integer-valued
plaquette variables Bþμν and B−μν. We can expand and
recombine these quadratic terms to get separate terms
for the a and A1 fields, leading to the following action:
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S ¼ −βX
R;μ
cos

∇μϕ↑ðRÞ − aμðRÞ − 1
2
A1μðRÞ

− β
X
R;μ
cos

∇μϕ↓ðRÞ − aμðRÞ þ 1
2
A1μðRÞ

þ K
2
X
R;μ<ν
½∇μaνðRÞ − ∇νaμðRÞ − 2πBμνðRÞ2
þ K
8
X
R;μ<ν
½∇μA1νðRÞ − ∇νA1μðRÞ − 2πMμνðRÞ2
þ λ
2
X
r;μ
½JμðrÞ −QμðrÞ2 þ i
X
r;μ
JμðrÞA2μðrÞ: ð28Þ
Here, Bμν ¼ ðBþμν þ B−μνÞ=2 and Mμν ¼ Bþμν − B−μν. Note
that Bμν and Mμν are not completely independent variables
but satisfy the conditions that Bμν is 1=2 × integer, Mμν is
integer, and
2BμνðRÞ ¼ MμνðRÞmod 2: ð29Þ
The variablesMμν can be interpreted as the Dirac strings of
the external monopoles. We can see that when we introduce
external monopoles of odd integer strength, the internal
hedgehog variables become half-integer valued—this is a
crucial observation for the discussion of the Witten effect
[16]. Note that in the case of no external field A1 and no
external monopoles, the Bμν variables are integer valued
and Eq. (28) reduces to Eq. (23). Note also that the coupling
we wrote for ð∇μA1ν − ∇νA1μ − 2πMμνÞ2 [the “Maxwell
term” for the external gauge field on the fourth line of
Eq. (28)] is special to the preceding spinon-generated
argument, while it is expected to be renormalized up by
the rest of the universe; in fact, we assume that the A1 field
is essentially externally controlled and is static.
We introduce a monopole into our system by making a
specific choice for the external variables A1μ andMμν. First,
we choose a configuration of Mμν that leads to a pair of
external monopoles. In our system with periodic boundary
conditions, it is not possible to have only a single
monopole. We place external monopoles at coordinates
ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ and ð0; 0; L=2Þ, on the lattice labeled by
r. The external monopoles have opposite charges, with the
positively charged one at the origin. All configurations of
external gauge fields are constant in the τ direction. In order
to place external monopoles at these locations, we set
MxyðRÞ ¼ 1 whenever X ¼ −1=2, Y ¼ −1=2, and 1=2 ≤
Z ≤ L=2 − 1=2 (the 1=2’s come from the R lattice being
displaced from the r lattice by half a lattice spacing). All
other Mμν are set to zero. By Eq. (29), we must also
constrain Bxy to be odd half-integers on this Dirac string.
Now that we have specified the Mμν values that introduce
external monopoles; we choose values for the A1μ variables
to minimize the action of the Maxwell term on the fourth
line of Eq. (28).
In our simulations, we set A2μ ¼ 0 everywhere, so that it
does not affect the system. It is be used only when
computing linear responses.
There are, in fact, multiple configurations of the varia-
bles Mμν that give the same configuration of external
monopoles. The physics of the system is independent of
which configuration ofMμν we choose, because the various
configurations are related by the following gauge trans-
formation:
MμνðRÞ→ MμνðRÞ þ∇μκνðRÞ − ∇νκμðRÞ
BμνðRÞ→ BμνðRÞ þ
1
2
½∇μκνðRÞ − ∇νκμðRÞ
A1μðRÞ→ A1μðRÞ þ 2πκμðRÞ
aμðRÞ→ aμðRÞ þ πκμðRÞ; ð30Þ
where κμðRÞ is an integer-valued field living on the links of
the lattice labeled by R. One can use Eqs. (24) and (28) to
check that this transformation does not change the action,
including the configurations and energetics of the external
monopoles and gauge fields, so our results are independent
of the specific choice of the Dirac string Mμν.
Having introduced external monopoles into our system,
we can begin to see why they should bind half a charge of
the bosons. The argument goes as follows. First, when
modifying the Dirac string variables Mμν to insert external
monopoles, we are also forced to modify the variables Bμν
in such a way as to introduce one-half of a hedgehog at
the same locations as the external monopoles. However,
we saw in the previous section that hedgehog-boson
“molecules,” which have similar bare long-range inter-
actions as just hedgehogs (i.e., carry hedgehog number),
are proliferated in the binding phase. Therefore, the 1=2
hedgehog, which we introduce, is be screened by a “cloud”
of hedgehog-boson molecules drawn from the rest of the
system. This screening is analogous to Debye screening in
a plasma. The screening cloud carries a hedgehog number
of one-half, but with opposite sign to the first hedghog,
leading to a total hedgehog number of zero. Since in the
binding phase hedgehogs are bound to charges, the cloud
also carries a boson charge of one-half. Therefore, we find
that half of a boson charge has bound to the external
monopole. We test this intuition by direct Monte Carlo
simulations.
The above discussion is complicated by two degener-
acies in Eq. (28). First, there is a degeneracy between
Qτð0; 0; 0; τÞ ¼ 1=2 and Qτð0; 0; 0; τÞ ¼ −1=2; e.g., when
Mxy ¼ 1 on the Dirac string, Bxy can be either þ1=2 or−1=2 with the same energy. This degeneracy is a result of
the symmetry in Eq. (27). In what follows, it can be helpful
to neglect variations in the τ direction and think about
Qτð0; 0; 0; τÞ as a stationary hedgehog charge at the origin.
Because of this degeneracy, the statistical mechanics has
each of the two states equally probable, which in an
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infinitely long simulation would lead to zero net hedgehog
charge, and no observation of the Witten effect. Second, if
we were able to fix the hedgehog number in one of these
two states, for example, Qτð0; 0; 0; τÞ ¼ 1=2, we have
another degeneracy, between Jτð0; 0; 0; τÞ ¼ 0 and
Jτð0; 0; 0; τÞ ¼ 1. This leads to an average boson charge
of 1=2 at the location of the monopole. This charge cancels
the boson charge from the screening cloud, leading to no
observation of the Witten effect.
Despite these degeneracies, we may still observe a
Witten effect if the degenerate states are metastable, and
the Monte Carlo is stuck in one of the two states. For
example, in order to get from Qτ ¼ þ1=2 to Qτ ¼ −1=2,
one needs to modify all of the Bμν on the Dirac string, and
the ϕ↑;↓ and aμ variables nearby. Such a move would be
quite unlikely (and impossible in the limit of an infinite
separation between the monopoles). Similarly, to get from
Jτ ¼ 0 to Jτ ¼ 1, one needs to insert a boson loop that
passes from one monopole to another, and such a step is
highly unlikely with local updates.
The results of our numerics show that even at the small
system sizes that we can access, degeneracy in the J
variables is always broken. However, the degeneracy in the
Q variables is unbroken, and so we do not observe a Witten
effect. Let us consider the Q degeneracy more carefully.
One of the two degenerate states has Q ¼ þ1=2 bound to a
positive external monopole at r ¼ 0, and Q ¼ −1=2 bound
to a negative external monopole at r ¼ L=2. The other state
has Q ¼ −1=2 bound to a positive external monopole at
r ¼ 0, and Q ¼ þ1=2 bound to a negative external
monopole at r ¼ L=2. Note that to change between the
two degenerate states we need to modify variables along a
string connecting the two external monopoles, and the
probability of this happening reduces exponentially with
distance, so in the thermodynamic limit, this degeneracy
would certainly break, even though on our small systems it
does not.
We break this degeneracy in our system by decreasing
the probability that the system will flip between degenerate
states. To do this, we add the following “biasing” term:
δSbias ¼ γ
X
τ
½Jτð0; 0; 0; τÞ − Jτð0; 0; L=2; τÞ; ð31Þ
where γ is some small real number. We scanned the system
by increasing γ from zero and saw no phase transitions,
implying that these small γ do not change the phase we are
in. It would be surprising if the above biasing term affected
the bulk physical properties of the system, as we are only
making a modification to a fraction of the system propor-
tional to L−3. In addition, though this term breaks the
symmetry in Eq. (26), it preserves the symmetry in
Eq. (27), and the topological phase is protected as long
as either of these symmetries is preserved.
We hope that the above term reduces the probability of
switching between degenerate states, so that we can
observe a Witten effect. From our numerical results, we
can see that the above term indeed does this for a large
range of γ. Therefore, we broke the problematic degener-
acies and removed the obstacle to measuring the Witten
effect. We stress that the Witten effect is ordinarily defined
for a single monopole, in the thermodynamic limit. The
problems we have with degeneracies are artifacts of the fact
that we are trying to measure a Witten effect in a finite-size
system with two external monopoles. If the action were
defined on an infinite system with only one monopole,
these problems would not arise as it would take an infinitely
long time for the system to change between degenerate
configurations.
We observe the Witten effect by measuring the total
charge enclosed in a sphere of radiusw, centered around the
location of the monopole. The precise definition of our
measurement is
charge ¼ 1
L
X
τ
X
x2þy2þz2≤w2
hJτðx; y; z; τÞi: ð32Þ
Note that the sphere discussed above is only a sphere in the
x, y, and z directions, and we average over the τ direction.
We perform simulations with L ¼ 10 and show the results
in Fig. 8. At w ¼ 0, we are at the location of the monopole.
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FIG. 8. Measurement of the Witten effect. The inset shows the
measurement setup. External monopoles are inserted into the
system, at a distance L=2 apart. They carry hedgehog numbers of
1=2, and are Debye screened by hedgehogs of equal and
opposite number, which also carry half of a boson charge. The
main plot shows the boson charge enclosed in a sphere of radius
w. For w ≈ 1–3, this sphere measures the boson charge in the
screening cloud near the origin, and the result is 1=2, as expected.
For w≳ 5, the sphere includes the charge from the other
screening cloud, and the enclosed charge drops to zero. The
system size is L ¼ 10, using bulk parameters β ¼ 0.2, K ¼ 0.4,
λ ¼ 8 (cf. bottom panel in Fig. 7), and local biasing parameter
γ ¼ 1.5.
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There is nearly no boson charge bound here. At w ¼ 1, we
have already included most of the screening cloud, and
therefore measure an enclosed charge close to 1=2, as
expected. The fact that w ¼ 1 measures a value close to
one-half shows that the screening length in the system is quite
short. Atw ¼ 2, we include the entire screening cloud, so the
charge is even closer to 1=2. As w is further increased, we
start to include the screening cloud from the other monopole,
which is located at a distance L=2 from the first one. This
cancels some of the charge from the first monopole, and so
the total charge starts to decrease.Whenw > L=2, the sphere
encompasses the screening clouds from both external
monopoles, and so there is a total charge of nearly zero.
The values of charge are negative because we set the biasing
parameter γ such that at the origin there is a monopole of
positive charge,Q ¼ þ1=2, and the sign of the charge in the
screening cloud is the opposite of the sign of the monopole.
In Fig. 8, we find that the amount of charge at the site of
the monopole (w ¼ 0) is nearly zero. However, this is not
universal and, in fact, depends on the choice of γ in
Eq. (31). In our simulations, we find that w ¼ 2 is
sufficiently far from the monopole to be unaffected by
the change in γ. Figure 9 shows simulations taken with
different values of γ. We see that though the amount of
charge close to the monopoles (near w ¼ 0 and w ¼ L=2)
can be affected by changing γ, the value at w ¼ 2 is always
very close to one-half, regardless of what γ is used.
Various other measurements can be made to support our
conclusions. Measuring the total charge on each site shows
that the half-charge is distributed around the monopole in
an approximately spherically symmetric way. We can also
use the Witten effect to detect phase transitions out of the
bosonic TI. Figure 10 shows the total charge on all the
nearest neighbors, as a function of K. We note that the
quantized Witten effect disappears at K ¼ 0.6, which is
where the phase transition to the Coulomb phase is located;
see Fig. 7. (In the Coulomb phase, the amount of charge is
not necessarily zero, but it is not quantized and in our
simulations we find it to be zero.) We also observe the
disappearance of the bound charge when the system
undergoes a transition to trivial insulator as η is decreased
to zero.
C. Surface phase diagram
The measurement of the Witten effect is evidence that
our binding phase is a bosonic topological insulator. We
can now study the exotic physics on the surface of this
topological phase. We expect to find the surface phases
predicted in Ref. [6].
We begin with some analytical arguments that provide a
microscopic derivation of the surface field theory proposed
in Ref. [6]. We define the surface as in Sec. II B. To uncover
the exotic physics, we begin by performing a change of
variables from the physical boson currents JμðrÞ to new
integer-valued variables,
GμðrÞ≡ JμðrÞ − ηðrÞQμðrÞ; ð33Þ
which satisfyX
μ
∇μGμ

ðx; y; z; τÞ ¼ δz;zRQzðx; y; zR − 1; τÞ
− δz;zLQzðx; y; zL − 1; τÞ:
The action for the spins and the new GμðrÞ variables is
simply
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FIG. 9. Witten effect for different values of γ, but all other
parameters the same as in Fig. 8. We see that near w ¼ 2, when
we are measuring the charge inside a sphere that surrounds
exactly one monopole, the amount of charge is approximately
one-half, and independent of γ. At smaller w (or at w≳ 4 when
the sphere starts overlapping with the screening cloud near the
second monopole), the enclosed charge does depend on γ.
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FIG. 10. A demonstration of how the Witten effect can be used
to detect phase transitions. The plot shows the amount of charge
enclosed by a sphere with w ¼ 1, while changing K but keeping
all other parameters the same as in Fig. 8. We can compare to
Fig. 7, and see that at K ¼ 0.6, when the system transitions from
the topological phase to the Coulomb phase, the 1=2 quantization
of the enclosed charge abruptly stops.
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S ¼ Sspin þ
X
r;μ
λμðrÞ
2
½GμðrÞ2: ð34Þ
For simplicity, from now on we consider the situation
where the trivial phase region and the SPT phase region are
deep in their respective phases: in particular, λbulk, defined
as in Eq. (18), is very large. At first we further simplify the
situation by taking λsurf to be very large, in which case we
expect the variables GμðRÞ to be zero everywhere. We also
assume that β is small everywhere, so the spin variables
want to be deep in the disordered phase. However, near the
two surfaces, the spin configurations must satisfy
Qzðx; y; zR − 1; τÞ ¼ 0; Qzðx; y; zL − 1; τÞ ¼ 0: ð35Þ
Focusing on the spins near one surface, say at zR, we can
viewQzðx; y; zR − 1; τÞ as simply hedgehog numbers in the
corresponding ð2þ 1ÞD spin system spanned by sites
ðX; Y; Z ¼ zR − 1=2; TÞ, and the above conditions corre-
spond to complete suppression of hedgehogs in this spin
system. Such a ð2þ 1ÞD HeisenbergOð3Þ spin model with
hedgehog suppression was studied in Ref. [24] and argued
to be described by a noncompact CP1 field theory
(NCCP1). On a simple ð2þ 1ÞD cubic lattice, the
Heisenberg model with complete hedgehog suppression
actually has spontaneous magnetic order of spins even
when the direct spin-spin interactions are zero [21,22].
However, more generic such models can have a spin-
disordered phase with a propagating “photon” [21,24], as
well as other phases such as coexistence of the magnetic
order and the propagating photon [30]. We see that our
findings in the present simulations on the surface of the
bosonic TI region are consistent with these earlier results.
We now proceed more systematically and, in particular,
show how we obtain a generic NCCP1 model on the
surface of the bosonic TI region. For simplicity, we take
λbulk to be very large. For finite λsurf , we need to keep Gx,
Gy, Gτ degrees of freedom in the ð2þ 1ÞD “layer” at zR,
while all other GμðrÞ are zero. Focusing on the spin
variables residing on sites ðX; Y; Z ¼ zR − 1=2; TÞ, the
hedgehogs in this ð2þ 1ÞD system are given precisely
by Qzðx; y; zR − 1; τÞ, which we denote simply as
Qðx; y; τÞ. The structure of the surface theory is
Ssurface ¼ Smatter-gauge þ
K
2
X
ð∇ × a − 2πBÞ2
þ λsurf
2
X
G2; ð36Þ
subject to constraints
∇xGx þ∇yGy þ∇τGτ ≡∇ · G ¼ Qðx; y; τÞ≡∇ · B:
ð37Þ
Here, Smatter-gauge represents the first term in Eq. (23)
restricted to the surface degrees of freedom. The above
is a 3D statistical mechanics model, and aμ,
ð∇ × aÞμν ≡∇μaν − ∇νaμ, and Bμν from Eq. (23) can
now be defined as 3-vectors and are denoted by bold
(e.g., μth component of B is 1
2
ϵμνρBνρ). We suppress
position indices to simplify notation.
This surface theory has spins plus integer-valued
“currents” Gμ sourced and sinked by the hedgehogs of
the spin system. When the “line tension” λsurf for the lines
formed by these “currents” is large, we intuitively expect
that the hedgehogs of the spin system are linearly confined.
It is not immediately clear, however, what happens when
λsurf is small. Below, we argue that the surface is still
qualitatively described by the same “hedgehog-suppressed”
field theory, which, however, can be in different regimes
and have several different phases.
We can deal with the constraints in the partition sum by
changing to new variables
B0 ¼ B − G; ð38Þ
which satisfy
∇ · B0 ¼ 0: ð39Þ
The action becomes
Ssurface ¼ Smatter-gauge þ
K
2
X
ð∇ × a − 2πB0 − 2πGÞ2
þ λsurf
2
X
G2:
There are now no constraints on theG variables, and we can
formally sum these out to obtain a local action that is a
function of ∇ × a − 2πB0,
Ssurface ¼ Smatter-gauge þ Sgauge;eff ½∇ × a − 2πB0: ð40Þ
However, any such action with the compact variables a and
divergenceless, integer-valuedB0 can be formally viewed as
describing a noncompact gauge field. In the limit of large
λsurf , the effective action will have essentially lattice
Maxwell form with stiffness K, while for intermediate to
small λsurf , the gauge field energy will have more compli-
cated but still local form. Thus, the field theory at the
surface has the spinon matter fields coupled to a non-
compact gauge field. In particular, we expect that the
surface can be in the same phases as the ð2þ 1ÞD easy-
plane NCCP1 model.
We can also study how the surface action is coupled to
the external gauge fields introduced in Eq. (28). The
minimal coupling between Jμ and Aext2μ , combined with
the change of variables in Eq. (33), leads to the following
term:
i
X
r;μ
GμðrÞAext2μ ðrÞ þ i
X
r;μ
ηðrÞQμðrÞAext2μ ðrÞ: ð41Þ
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It is convenient here to represent QμðrÞ as
QμðrÞ ¼
1
2
ϵμνρσ∇ν

Bρσ − ∇ρaσ − ∇σaρ
2π

; ð42Þ
where we have added a formal zero to the defining Eq. (24).
Using this in the preceding equation and integrating the
second term by parts, we find both an additional bulk term
and a surface term that results from taking a derivative of
ηðrÞ. Focusing again on the ð2þ 1ÞD layer at zR, we can
write the surface contributions as
i
X
Gþ∇ × a
2π
− B

· A2 ¼ i
X∇ × α
2π
· A2; ð43Þ
where we define
∇ × α≡∇ × a − 2πB0; ð44Þ
which is precisely the flux of the noncompact gauge field
identified in Eq. (40). When this is combined with Eq. (40),
we are left with an effective action for the surface with
schematic Lagrangian density


∇− iα ∓ iA
ext
1
2

z↑=↓

2
þ κ
2
ð∇ × αÞ2 þ i∇ × α
2π
· A2:
This action, which we derive from our lattice model, has
precisely the easy-plane NCCP1 form proposed in Ref. [6].
In claiming that this is the correct effective action of the
surface, we neglect bulk terms that, in general, may also
contribute to the surface response properties. We do not
have an analytical justification for this choice, though from
the Monte Carlo study presented in Sec. III E, we find that
essentially only the surface terms given above contribute to
the measured response properties, and it seems plausible
that our argument applies in the limit of a sharp boundary
between the topological and trivial phases deep in their
respective regimes.
Note that the above arguments are based on the
assumption that the Uð1Þ and ZT2 symmetries are preserved
in the bulk. If the Uð1Þ symmetry is broken in the bulk, the
entire derivation of Eq. (36) based on conserved currents is
invalid. On the other hand, if only the time reversal is
broken in the bulk, the derivation naively holds, but in the
matter-gauge sector there is no reason for z↑ and z↓ to enter
symmetrically—in particular, there is no reason for them to
carry precise þ1=2 and −1=2 charges, and the field theory
written above is not valid. (In fact, the system has non-
quantized σxy proportional to the length of the system in the
z direction). Since when the symmetry is broken the bulk
ceases to be a topological phase, we, of course, should not
expect exotic physics on the surface in this case.
We can confirm the above arguments, which were made
in some simplifying limits, by studying the system in
Monte Carlo simulations. We can determine the phase
diagram of the surface by looking at singularities in the heat
capacity. We can also study the magnetization and current-
current correlators as described in the previous section. In
this phase diagram, we set the bulk parameters so that the
system is in the topological phase; specifically, we take
βbulk ¼ 0.2, Kbulk ¼ 0.2, and λ ¼ 8 (cf. bottom panel of
Fig. 7). We then vary the surface parameters and obtain the
phase diagram shown in Fig. 11, which is in good agree-
ment with the phase diagram of the NCCP1 model in the
literature. Labels on the phase diagram are taken from
Ref. [30], and their relation to labels in Fig. 4 is described
below. There are three phases in the diagram. At small βsurf ,
the ϕ↑;↓ variables are disordered, conserving the Uð1Þspin
symmetry; the Uð1Þboson symmetry is broken and the
corresponding Goldstone mode is precisely the propagating
photon in the NCCP1 theory on the surface; hence, the
label “Photon Phase” in Fig. 11. At large βsurf , Ksurf , the
partons z↑, z↓ are condensed, leading to a “Higgs phase” (in
the NCCP1 language) in which the Uð1Þspin symmetry is
broken but the Uð1Þboson symmetry is preserved. Finally, at
large βsurf and small Ksurf , both the Uð1Þspin and Uð1Þboson
symmetries are broken. In the NCCP1 language, the
individual z↑ and z↓ are gapped so the gauge field aμ is
free to fluctuate, but the “molecular field” Ψmol ∼ z†↑z↓,
which is precisely the easy-plane spin field, Ψmol ∼ naþ
inb, becomes ordered; hence, the label “Molecular Phase”
in Fig. 11. We emphasize that the microscopic model we
are simulating in ð3þ 1ÞD has a compact gauge field, and
we are detecting the presence or absence of Uð1Þspin and
Uð1Þboson symmetry breaking on the surface by direct
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FIG. 11. Surface phase diagram on the boundary of the SPT
phase in the model with a CP1 version of the spins. The bulk
parameters are βbulk ¼ 0.2, Kbulk ¼ 0.2, λ ¼ 8, and the surface
parameters are varied. The phase diagram has the same structure
as the one found in the NCCP1 model in Ref. [30]. The phases
are the same as those in Fig. 4, though in this figure we replace the
SOð3Þ symmetry with Uð1Þspin, and the βsurf axis is oriented
horizontally in Fig. 4 and vertically in the present figure.
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measurements. It is remarkable that the surface phase
diagram is captured by the NCCP1 field theory with
noncompact gauge field.
All of the phases in Fig. 11 break either a Uð1Þspin or
a Uð1Þboson symmetry and are therefore superfluids. As
in the previous section, without access to the properties
of their gapped excitations, we cannot directly confirm
that they are the predicted surface phases. As in the
previous section, our phase diagram contains a direct
transition between the superfluid phases, which can be
viewed as providing some evidence for the proposed
surface physics and is also predicted to be a deconfined
critical point [6].
D. Symmetric surface phase with topological order
Vishwanath and Senthil proposed that it is also possible
to have a surface phase that is gapped and breaks no
symmetries but has intrinsic topological order [6]. Since
this phase is not featured in Fig. 11, we need to add another
term to our surface action in order to push the system into
this phase. The term we need to add is the following parton
“pair hopping term” [6,16]:
Spair ¼ −tpair
X
R;μ
cos½∇μðϕ↑ þ ϕ↓Þ − 2aμ; ð45Þ
where we include proper coupling to the gauge fields. Note
particularly that the pair field Ψpair ∼ z↑z↓ does not carry
Uð1Þspin charge. We can now see what happens to the
surface phase diagram (Fig. 11) when we increase tpair
trying to induce condensation ofΨpair. For sufficiently large
tpair ¼ 2, we get the phase diagram in Fig. 12. We see that a
new phase has opened up at small βsurf and large Ksurf ,
where, as we argue, Ψpair is condensed while the individual
z↑ and z↓ are gapped.
When all of the couplings βsurf , Ksurf , and tpair are small,
there is nothing that can order the spins or gap the bosons.
Therefore, we are in the photon phase, which conserves
Uð1Þspin and breaks Uð1Þboson. To get a pairing phase with
no broken symmetries, we need to restore the Uð1Þboson
symmetry without breaking the Uð1Þspin symmetry, which
can be achieved by condensingΨpair. Let us first recall how
the various terms in the action change the system. The βsurf
term allows hopping of the partons z↑;↓, but even when this
hopping is strong, the fluctations in the gauge field aμ when
Ksurf is small prevent the partons from condensing. The
combination Ψmol ∼ z
†
↑z↓ can condense, and this breaks
Uð1Þspin and takes us to the molecular phase. We can see
from Fig. 11 that the Ksurf term on its own does not change
the phase of the system if βsurf is kept small. However,
when it is combined with the βsurf term, it can prevent
fluctuations in the aμ field. This gaps the photon and allows
z↑ and z↓ to condense. This gives us the Higgs phase,
where the Uð1Þboson symmetry has been restored, but the
Uð1Þspin symmetry has been broken.
With this in mind, we can see why the tpair term brings us
into the topological phase. The tpair term is similar to the
βsurf in that it is also a hopping term, though it hops pairs of
partons. Therefore, when both tpair and βsurf are large, the
two terms cooperate, which is why the Uð1Þspin symmetry
breaks at lower βsurf in Fig. 12 than in Fig. 11. However,
when βsurf is absent, the tpair only hops pairs of spinons, and
so it can condense Ψpair without condensing the individual
z↑;↓ or Ψmol. When the tpair term is combined with the Ksurf
term, the fluctuations of aμ are gapped. Therefore, the
phase at large tpair, large Ksurf , and small βsurf can restore
Uð1Þboson without breaking Uð1Þspin, and this is the phase
we are looking for.
We have confirmed that the pairing phase breaks neither
Uð1Þ symmetry by direct measurements in the spin and
boson sectors. Also, Ψpair is invariant under the ZT2
symmetry in Eq. (26), so this symmetry is not broken
either, and we indeed do not observe any Hall response on
the surface. Therefore, we believe that this phase is the fully
symmetric gapped phase envisioned by Vishwanath and
Senthil, which they argued has intrinsic topological order.
Specifically, we expect to have gapped spinon excita-
tions carrying 1=2 of the Uð1Þspin charge; at the same time,
we also have vortices in the Ψpair field that carry 1=2 of the
unit flux of the aμ gauge field and, hence, 1=2 of the
Uð1Þboson charge; finally, the spinons and the vortices in
Ψpair clearly have mutual statistics of π.
Unfortunately, we do not know of a way to detect either
the mutual statistics or the Uð1Þspin charge of the excita-
tions, so it is difficult to test the above predictions, though
the indirect evidence is very strong. We could, in principle,
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FIG. 12. Surface phase diagram for the easy-plane CP1 version
of the model, with the additional pairing term on the surface given
by Eq. (45). This diagram was obtained for βbulk ¼ 0.2,
Kbulk ¼ 0.2, λ ¼ 8, and on the surface tpair ¼ 2, βsurf and Ksurf
varied. Compared to Fig. 11, we see that there is a new phase at
small βsurf and large Ksurf . We expect that this surface phase is
fully symmetric and has intrinsic topological order.
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measure the Uð1Þboson charge of the Ψpair vortices using
methods similar to those used in Sec. III B. Specifically, we
would insert a pair of external monopoles into the system,
with one of the monopoles in the topological part and the
other in the trivial part. Since the monopole in the trivial
part is neutral, and the monopole in the topological part
carries half a Uð1Þboson charge, there should also be a
surface excitation carrying half of a charge. Such a
measurement would be complicated by finite-size effects;
at the largest system sizes we can study, the two half-
charges would be only two or three lattice spacings apart,
and this would make it difficult to resolve them separately.
This measurement on its own also would not provide
enough information to identify the topological order we
observe as being the same as that predicted by Vishwanath
and Senthil.
Thus, it is suggestive to compare Fig. 12 with the phase
diagram obtained in Fig. 1 of Ref. [31]. In that work, we
studied a ð2þ 1ÞDmodel withUð1Þ ×Uð1Þ symmetry and
mutual statistics between two different species of bosons.
When the mutual statistics is π, we get a phase diagram
with the same topology as Fig. 12. The phase diagram
contains a topological phase, two phases where one of the
Uð1Þ symmetries is broken, and a phase where both
symmetries are broken. There is a direct transition between
the phases with one broken symmetry, which, if it were
continuous, is a candidate for a deconfined critical tran-
sition [32]. The surface of our bosonic topological phase is
thought to have a similar field theory to that in our previous
work [31,32], and so we expect that the interpretations of
the phases and phase transitions are the same in both
models. We also remark that in Ref. [7] we presented a
microscopic local Hamiltonian that has a topological phase
with the same content of excitations. However, that phase
also breaks ZT2 symmetry and, in particular, has σxy ¼ 1=2,
while the present surface phase respectsZT2 and has no Hall
response.
E. Time-reversal breaking and Hall
effect on the surface
Vishwanath and Senthil [6] predicted another exotic
phase on the surface of the bosonic topological insulator—
a phase that breaks the ZT2 symmetry and has a Hall
conductivity quantized to an odd integer (in units of
ðe2=hÞ). We can test this prediction in our Monte Carlo
simulations. The first step is to break the ZT2 symmetry on
the surface. By examining Eq. (26), we see that one way to
break the symmetry is to replace the parameter β in Eq. (23)
by the parameters β↑ and β↓, which appear in the terms
containing ϕ↑ and ϕ↓, respectively. When β↑ ≠ β↓, the ZT2
symmetry is broken; this is roughly like applying the
Zeeman field in Sec. II A 1.
We start with K ¼ 0.4 and λ ¼ 8 everywhere,
βbulk ¼ 0.2, and β↑ ¼ β↓ ¼ 0.2 on the surface. This system
has its bulk in the topological phase and its surface in the
photon phase. We break the ZT2 symmetry on one of the
surfaces by increasing β↑. We expect that a small increase
will not change the properties of the system very much,
since z↑ ∼ eiϕ↑ and z↓ ∼ eiϕ↓ will still be gapped [24].
However, as β↑ is further increased, z↑ ∼ eiϕ↑ “condenses”
and vortices in the ϕ↑ variables become gapped. In our
simulations, we see a singularity in the specific heat
measured on the surface, indicating that the system has
entered a new phase. We expect that this is the phase that
will have Hall conductivity quantized at odd integer. In our
simulations, we also break time-reversal symmetry in the
opposite direction on the other surface by increasing β↓. As
discussed in Sec. II B, in this setup the top and bottom
surface taken together have Hall conductivity adding
to two.
We can see that unlike in the Heisenberg model, Eq. (23)
is a differentiable function of the probing fields A1 and A2,
and so we know how to properly couple the external gauge
fields and we can use linear response theory to compute the
Hall conductivity. If our system has a nonzero Hall
conductivity, then we can imagine integrating out the
internal degrees of freedom to get the following effective
action in terms of the external fields at the surface:
Seff ¼ i
X
surface
σ12xy
4π
½A1 · ð∇ × A2Þ þ A2 · ð∇ × A1Þ; ð46Þ
where bold denotes three-component vectors appropriate
for the ð2þ 1ÞD surface, e.g., A1 ¼ ðA1x; A1y; A1τÞ, and the
above form specifies our convention for σ12xy (these units are
such that e2=h ¼ 1). By taking, e.g., A1 ¼ ðA1x; 0; 0Þ and
A2 ¼ ð0; A2y; 0Þ, we have
Seff ¼ −i
X
surface
σ12xy
2π
A1x∇τA2y: ð47Þ
Going to momentum space, we can obtain the Hall
conductivity by:
σ12xyðkÞ ¼ lim
A1;A2→0
2π
2 sinðkτ
2
Þ
∂2 lnZ
∂A1xðkÞ∂A2yð−kÞ ; ð48Þ
where Z is the partition sum, and we also take
k ¼ ð0; 0; kτÞ. Note that A1 and A2 reside on lattices dual
to each other, and when defining the Fourier transforms, we
take the convention to transform in the absolute coordinates
of the origins of the links (namely, lattice sites on the dual
lattice have absolute coordinates displaced from the direct
lattice by half of lattice spacing). Starting from the micro-
scopic model, we can evaluate this conductivity from the
current-current correlation functions:
σ12xyðkÞ ¼
2π
2 sinðkτ
2
Þ hξxð−kÞJyðkÞi; ð49Þ
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where the Uð1Þspin current on a link R, μ is
ξμðRÞ≡ i
2
½β↑ sinð∇μϕ↑ − aμÞ − β↓ sinð∇μϕ↓ − aμÞ:
The measurements are performed at the smallest wave
vector kmin ¼ ð0; 0; 2π=LÞ, as described in Sec. II A.
Note that the above conductivity measures the response
of the Uð1Þspin currents to applied fields coupled to the
bosons (or vice versa). To study SPTs with single Uð1Þ, we
can take the usual approach in the literature [6] and “glue”
the Uð1Þspin and Uð1Þcharge by identifying A1 and A2 in
Eq. (46); the conventional definition of σxy in the case with
single Uð1Þ is then related to the above σ12xy via σxy ¼ 2σ12xy.
In particular, when the gauge fields are identified, the Hall
conductivity of a two-dimensional system of bosons is
quantized to 2 times an integer (in units of e2=h), while the
Hall conductivity on the surface of a topological phase is an
odd integer. Therefore, where we present numerical values,
we show 2σ12xy so that the results can be easily compared to
the literature values.
Figure 13 shows our numerical measurements of the Hall
conductivity. The horizontal axis is the strength of the ZT2
symmetry breaking, which we loosely call Zeeman field.
We see that initially there is no quantized Hall conductivity,
until the Zeeman field is strong enough to forbid one
species of vortex (realized here by “condensing” the
corresponding spinon species). At this point the Hall
conductivity increases and reaches the value of approx-
imately 1. Though the value observed is actually slightly
less than 1, we believe that a large part of this is a finite-size
effect, and indeed as the system size is increased, the Hall
conductivity gets closer to the expected value. Note that we
perform this measurement at precisely z ¼ zR. It is a priori
possible that the Hall conductivity could be spread among
several values of z near the surface, but this spreading is
apparently very small, so that including additional layers
does not change the result. In addition to the plot shown, we
have performed the same measurement for several different
values of K, β, and λ, and found that the quantized result is
independent of these parameters as long as the bulk stays in
the topological phase. This odd integer cannot be observed
in a purely two-dimensional system with only short-ranged
entanglement, and, therefore, this observation shows that
we are measuring the Hall conductivity on the surface of a
bosonic TI.
IV. REALIZING SYMMETRY-ENRICHED
TOPOLOGICAL PHASES BY BINDING
MULTIPLE HEDGEHOGS TO A BOSON
In all of the above sections, we study a system where a
single boson is bound to a single hedgehog. In this section,
we describe the new physics that arises when our system
contains bound states of a boson and multiple hedgehogs.
We induce such a binding by making the following
modification to Eq. (1):
S ¼ Sspin þ
λ
2
X
r;μ
½dJμðrÞ −QμðrÞ2: ð50Þ
Here, d is an integer, and for large λ the action will bind a
boson to d hedgehogs, since the λ term is minimized
by ðQ; JÞ ¼ ðd; 1Þ × integer.
When d ≠ 1, the change of variables in Eq. (10) can
no longer be applied. Therefore, the phase diagram in this
case is different from the d ¼ 1 case. We can determine
the phase diagram by performing Monte Carlo simula-
tions. As an example, the phase diagram for d ¼ 3 is
shown in Fig. 14. Phase boundaries are determined from
singularities in the specific heat. Note that in the
Heisenberg model we can define a maximum of one
hedgehog per lattice site, and so this model cannot easily
be used to describe the binding of multiple hedgehogs.
Therefore, all results for d ≠ 1 come from the easy-plane
CP1 model for the spins.
Figure 14 presents the phase diagram in the variables λ
and K, with fixed β ¼ 0.1. At small λ and K, there is no
energy cost for either hedgehogs or bosons, and they are
independent. This leads to a paramagnet of spins and a
superfluid of bosons. The Uð1Þspin symmetry is preserved,
and theUð1Þboson symmetry is broken. In contrast, at large λ
and K, both hedgehog and boson currents are forbidden,
leading to a Coulomb phase of spins and an insulator of
bosons. Here, both the Uð1Þspin and Uð1Þboson symmetries
are preserved, but the spin system has intrinsic topological
order. At largeK but small λ, the Coulomb phase of the spin
system survives and the hedghogs are gapped, but the
FIG. 13. Hall conductivity on the surface of the binding phase
realized in the CP1 version of the model, measured in units
of e2=h (see text for details). On each surface, we find that the
conductivity is quantized to 1, and this odd-integer value shows
that we are on the surface of a bosonic TI. Data are taken
for K ¼ 0.4, λ ¼ 8, β↓ ¼ βbulk ¼ 0.2. We measure the same
conductivity on both the top and bottom surfaces of the
topological phase.
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bosons are condensed, breaking the Uð1Þboson symmetry.
On the other hand, at very small K and large λ, the
hedgehogs are proliferated and bosons are bound to them,
and we are in the binding phase; here, neither symmetry is
broken, and we will argue shortly that this is a symmetry
enriched topological (SET) phase.
Note that a similar phase diagram (at fixed small β) for
d ¼ 1 contains only such four phases, where the binding
phase is the SPT phase discussed in the previous sections.
For d ¼ 1, these are the only phases, and due to the change
of variables in Eq. (10), the phase boundaries are all straight
lines. With d ≠ 1, we have a new phase in the middle of the
diagram, and no direct transition from the phase in the
lower right to the binding phase. The middle phase can be
understood as one in which hedgehog currents are prolif-
erated, but their interactions are still too costly for objects
with three hedgehogs and a boson to exist. Therefore, such
bound states are not proliferated, and individual bosons are
also gapped. We expect that this phase preserves the Uð1Þ
symmetries from both the spins and bosons and is conven-
tional paramagnet or insulator. The topological phase arises
only when K is lowered to the point that it does not
significantly penalize objects with a hedgehog current of
three and λ is increased to strongly penalize any objects
other than the ðQ; JÞ ¼ ð3; 1Þ bound states; at this point,
these bound states can form and proliferate, and the system
enters the topological phase. For other values of d, the
phase diagram is expected to have a similar form, with the
exception of d ¼ 2, where in our studies of small system
sizes the middle phase is not observed and there is a line of
phase transitions between the lower left and upper right
phases.
We now focus on the properties of the binding phase at
large λ and small K, which binds d hedgehogs to a boson.
This phase is distinct from the topological phase discussed
earlier in this work. In particular, it has intrinsic topological
order. Condensing bound states of d hedgehogs causes the
electric field lines in the phase to fractionalize; i.e., it is
possible to have electric field lines of strength 1=d. These
fractionalized electric field lines are one of the gapped
excitations of the system. The other elementary gapped
excitation is a single hedgehog, which binds a boson charge
of 1=d. The hedgehog has well-defined statistics as it
encircles the electric field lines, and we expect it to acquire
a phase of 2π=d when this happens around the elementary
fractionalized line. The matter fields z↑ and z↓ are confined,
but still act as sources and sinks for the electric field lines of
integer strength; therefore, the line topological excitations
in the system are defined only up to an integer, and we can
say that the system has Zd topological order [33,34].
In the Appendix, we formally demonstrate the above
properties by first removing the spinon matter fields and
considering a CQED ×Uð1Þboson system in which the
monopoles of the compact electrodynamics are bound to
bosons. Such CQED ×Uð1Þboson models allow changes of
variables similar to those possible in Uð1Þ ×Uð1Þ models
demonstrating SPT and SET phases of bosons in two
dimensions [7], which allow their properties to be readily
determined. After the change of variables has been per-
formed, we can couple the additional spinon matter fields
to the CQED sector, and this gives us precisely the
CP1 ×Uð1Þboson model studied in this paper.
The Witten effect and Hall effect measurements can be
extended to the cases with multiple hedgehogs. For the
Witten effect, the amount of bound charge will be modified,
since now for each hedgehog there is a boson charge of
1=d. Therefore, the screening cloud will have a charge of
1=ð2dÞ. We study the cases of d ¼ 2, 3 in Monte Carlo
simulations and our results, shown in Fig. 15, confirm this
expectation. Recall that when measuring the Witten effect,
we use a “biasing” term to break degeneracy between
positive and negative internal monopoles. This biasing term
may also introduce some excess internal monopole or
boson charge at the location of the external monopole.
This excess is screened by the surrounding system. In the
d ¼ 1 case, we find that for most values of γ, such as those
shown in Fig. 9, the screening length is quite short, and so
the Witten effect can still be clearly observed. In the case of
d > 1, the screening length seems to be much larger, which
can lead to fluctuations of charge larger than the Witten
effect we are trying to observe. We chose the biasing
parameter in Fig. 15 in such a way as to minimize these
fluctuations. At other values of γ, the Witten effect can still
be observed, but the observation is less clear due to these
fluctuations.
We also measure the surface Hall effect upon breaking
the ZT2 symmetry on the surface by applying the Zeeman
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FIG. 14. Bulk phase diagram for the model described in
Eqs. (23) and (50), with d ¼ 3 and small β ¼ 0.1. We can
compare this to the case of d ¼ 1, where the middle phase is
absent and the phase boundaries are straight vertical and
horizontal lines, and to d ¼ 2, where the middle phase is absent
and there is a line of phase transitions between the paramagnet or
superfluid phase in the lower left-hand corner and the Coulomb or
insulator phase in the upper right-hand corner.
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field as in Sec. III E. Our results for the Hall conductivity
are shown in Fig. 16. We find that the surface Hall
conductivity is given by 1=d, which is one-half of the
value found for a two-dimensional bosonic fractional
quantum Hall effect [7]. We can again rationalize this
observation by considering a slab of the binding phase as in
Fig. 2 with the opposite Zeeman fields on the two surfaces;
cf. discussion in the paragraph preceding Eq. (20).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we realize a three-dimensional bosonic
topological insulator in a lattice model that can be studied
in Monte Carlo simulations. The model works by binding
bosons to point topological defects (hedgehogs). We
determine the phase diagram both in the bulk and on the
surface of the model. We are able to numerically extract
signatures of the topological behavior: In the bulk of the
model, we observe a Witten effect, while on the surface
with broken time-reversal symmetry, we find a quantized
Hall conductance with values distinct from those possible
in a purely ð2þ 1ÞD system. We also find other surface
properties consistent with the bosonic TI, including a direct
transition between surface phases with different broken
symmetries, and a surface phase that breaks no symmetries
and may possess topological order of a kind that would
break ZT2 in a purely ð2þ 1ÞD system. Finally, we can also
realize phases with intrinsic topological order in the bulk by
binding multiple topological defects to each boson.
Our model can, in principle, be used to extract other
properties of the bosonic topological insulator. One pos-
sible future direction is to determine the properties of the
surface phase transitions, especially the transition between
the two different surface superfluids. Another direction
would be to find direct evidence of the exotic properties of
the surface superfluids and surface topologically ordered
phase. Such surface phases have generated much recent
interest, as their excitations are expected to have properties
not possible in a purely two-dimensional system [6,35,36].
It would also be interesting to investigate the surface
physics of the SET phases discussed in Sec. IV.
In an earlier work on the two-dimensional bosonic
topological phases [7]. we were also able to reconstruct
(starting from Euclidean space-time actions) explicit micro-
scopic Hamiltonians that realized the bosonic integer and
fractional quantum Hall effects. We are unable to do the
same in the present three-dimensional case, but this would
be a very interesting result. More broadly, the idea of
binding bosons to topological defects may continue to yield
precise models of bosonic topological phases.
The model in the main text can be thought of as having
eitherUð1Þ ⋊ ZT2 orUð1Þ × ZT2 symmetry, and in both cases
we are realizing the same phase. Based on the cohomology
classification [3], the symmetry Uð1Þ ⋊ ZT2 has a Z22
classification in three dimensions; i.e., there are two base
phases with nontrivial topology, but one of the base phases
comes from ZT2 only. There is only one phase that involves
Uð1Þ in a nontrivial manner, and it is this phase that we are
realizing in our construction and its signature is the Witten
effect, which we discuss and observe in Sec. III B. Our
construction cannot access the phase that comes from the
ZT2 symmetry only because we require the Uð1Þ symmetry.
In the Uð1Þ × ZT2 case, the cohomology classification gives
Z32, where one of the base phases is again from the Z
T
2
alone, while the other two base phases involve Uð1Þ in a
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FIG. 15. Witten effect measurement, similar to Fig. 8, but for
the case where d hedgehogs are bound to each boson. The amount
of bound charge is given by 1=ð2dÞ, as expected (indicated by
dashed lines). Parameters K, β, and λ are chosen to put the bulk
into the binding phase, while γ is chosen to minimize the amount
of charge away from w ¼ 2, though the value at w ¼ 2 is
independent of this choice.
FIG. 16. Surface Hall conductivity at a boundary of a SET
phase for different values of d, in units of e2=h. We see that the
Hall conductivity is given by 1=d. Both surfaces have been
averaged over to improve statistics. Dashed lines are drawn at 1=d
to guide the eye. Data are taken with K ¼ 0.2, λ ¼ 8. Different
values of βbulk are used for different values of d, since the phase
diagram changes as d changes (see for example, Fig. 14) and βbulk
needs to be chosen so that the system is in the topological phase.
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nontrivial manner. Of the latter two, again we are realizing
the one that has the statistical Witten effect as its signature.
The other base phase does not have the Witten effect, its
signature is that the monopole is the Kramers doublet under
time reversal [6,10]. Our model, in principle, has more
symmetries and could be also deformed to produce this
other phase. We do not consider this here, but it is a
possible direction for future work. We are also not con-
sidering beyond cohomology phases, which bring yet
another phase due to ZT2 only in either case [6,12].
The Appendix contains a more abstract compact quan-
tum electrodynamics (CQED) model where multiple
hedgehogs are bound to a boson, which realizes general-
izations of SPT and SET phases in more abstract settings
where lattice gauge theories are included as microscopic
degrees of freedom. Such generalizations have been dis-
cussed formally recently [33,37–39], and similar ideas can
be useful for constructing explicit models and analyzing
physical properties of such phases. As a simple demon-
stration, in a forthcoming publication, we will consider a
lattice CQED model where multiple monopoles condense
and lead to a novel topological phase of CQED with
fractionalized Faraday lines [34].
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APPENDIX: SPT- AND SET-LIKE PHASES IN
A CQED ×BOSON MODEL IN ð3þ 1ÞD
Here, we consider a model whose degrees of freedom are
compact quantum electrodynamics (CQED) residing on a
(3þ 1)-dimensional cubic space-time lattice labeled by R,
and bosons residing on a lattice labeled by r. Topological
excitations in the CQED are monopoles, which are quan-
tum particles in three spatial dimensions, and our model
realizes condensation of bound states of dmonopoles and c
bosons. We argue that when d ¼ 1, these phases are
analogs of bosonic symmetry-protected topological phases
for such CQED × boson systems and have quantized cross-
transverse response given by the integer c. On the other
hand, when d > 1, these phases are analogs of bosonic
symmetry-enriched topological phases and have fractional
cross-transverse response given by a rational number c=d;
these phases also feature fractionalized Faraday line exci-
tations of the CQED and fractionalized boson particle
excitations, as well as nontrivial mutual statistics between
the particle and line excitations [33,34].
While the CQED × boson setting may appear artificial,
this problem is relevant to the problem of SPT and SET
phases of bosons in ð3þ 1ÞD. Specifically, in the main text,
we have a model with Uð1Þ ×Uð1Þ symmetry, and we
represent the first Uð1Þ system as an easy-plane CP1
model, which has two matter fields (“spinons”) coupled
to a compact gauge field. We consider binding of the
monopoles in the compact gauge field and physical bosons
of the second Uð1Þ symmetry. The crucial difference with
the CQED × boson model is the additional matter fields
present in the CP1 × boson model. We compare the
systems without and with such matter fields and argue
that the matter fields destroy the distinctions of the former
model, except when protected by additional discrete
symmetries.
Our CQED × boson model is written in terms of
compact gauge fields for the CQED part and integer-valued
conserved currents for the boson part:
Z½hextμν ðRÞ; Aextρ ðrÞ ¼
X
JρðrÞ
0 Z 2π
0
DaμðRÞ
Z
2π
0
Y
μ<ν
dγμν
X∞
BμνðRÞ¼−∞
e−S½aμðRÞ;γμν;BμνðRÞ;JρðrÞ;hextμν ðRÞ;Aextρ ðrÞ; ðA1Þ
S ¼ K
2
X
R;μ<ν
½ωμνðRÞ − hextμν ðRÞ − 2πBμνðRÞ2 þ λ
2
X
r;ρ

cQρðrÞ þ c
gextρ ðrÞ
2π
− dJρðrÞ

2
þ i
X
r;ρ
JρðrÞAextρ ðrÞ; ðA2Þ
ωμνðRÞ≡ ð∇μaν − ∇νaμÞðRÞ − δRμ¼0δRν¼0γμν: ðA3Þ
The above action can be compared to the action of Eqs. (23)
and (50). Compared to the main text, the above action is
missing the β term. which couples the gauge field to
spinons. We also allow the option of binding multiple
bosons—here, binding c bosons and d monopoles. The
boson sector has conserved particles and is coupled to a
probing field Aextρ in the standard way, as in the main text.
Unlike the main text, the CQED sector has conserved
electric field lines and is coupled to a probing rank-2 field
hextμν ðRÞ. In the absence of the binding term, the coupling of
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the CQED sector to hextμν is standard [40]; the additional
piece in the binding term, while not important for much of
the discussed long-distance physics, is the correct form
keeping together the “Dirac string” Bμν and the probing
field hextμν . Note that in the main text, the additional matter
fields destroy the conservation of the electric field lines,
and therefore the CQED sector cannot be probed by such an
external rank-2 field. Variables γμν realize specific
“fluctuating boundary conditions” in the compact gauge
field variables; in a representation in terms of an integer-
valued electromagnetic field tensor, this corresponds to
requiring zero total field for each component. Such details
of the boundary conditions are not important for the bulk
properties but are nice for a precise mathematical treatment
in a system with periodic connectedness assumed here.
From variables BμνðRÞ, we define the monopole four-
current QρðrÞ as in Eq. (24). We similarly define the
four-vector gextρ ðrÞ from hextμν ðRÞ:
gextρ ðrÞ≡ 1
2
ϵρσμν∇σhextμν : ðA4Þ
Note that thus defined QρðrÞ are conserved currents
satisfying
P
ρ∇ρQρðrÞ ¼ 0, and they also satisfy the
condition of zero total current in all directions:
Qtot;ρ ≡PrQρðrÞ ¼ 0.
For the boson sector, we use a representation in terms
of integer-valued conserved currents JρðrÞ, which satisfyP
ρ∇ρJρðrÞ ¼ 0. We also require that the total boson
current is equal to zero for all directions, Jtot;ρ ¼ 0. The
primed sum over JρðrÞ in the partition sum signifies all
such constraints. The condition of zero total current is
again convenient for precise treatment on finite systems
[namely, for performing change of variables involving J
and Q currents, Eq. (A6)], while for bulk properties one
can ignore these details. The “binding” term parametrized
by λ is the key interaction in the action Eq. (A2)
and wants to have bound states of d monopoles and c
bosons when λ is large [i.e., it is minimized when
ðQ; JÞ ¼ ðd; cÞ × integer].
We first separate out the monopoles in the CQED sector
as follows:
X∞
BμνðRÞ¼−∞
½   ¼
X
QρðrÞ¼12ϵρσμν∇σBð0Þμν
0 X∞
VμðRÞ¼−∞
X∞
Nμν¼−∞
½BμνðRÞ ¼ Bð0Þμν ðRÞ þ ð∇μVν −∇νVμÞðRÞ þ δRμ¼0δRν¼0Nμν: ðA5Þ
Here, Bð0Þμν ðRÞ is an integer-valued field whose monop-
olicity gives QρðrÞ and is treated as a fixed function of
QρðrÞ. VμðRÞ and Nμν are independent integer-valued
fields, where the latter appear from careful treatment of
the boundary conditions. Schematically, the above arises by
dividing all configurations of BμνðRÞ into classes defined
by QρðrÞ and establishing how to recover all members of a
given class from one representative. Furthermore, any
QρðrÞ satisfying
P
ρ∇ρQρðrÞ ¼ 0 and Qtot;ρ ¼ 0 can be
represented as above using some integer-valued BμνðRÞ, so
the primed sum over QρðrÞ can be viewed as signifying
these constraints.
A subtle point in the above is the redundancy in VμðRÞ.
One way to address it precisely is as follows. We can argue
that from all links of the ð3þ 1ÞD hypercubic lattice, we
can select a subset of links such that we can take VμðRÞ as
independent integer-valued variables on these links, while
VμðRÞ ¼ 0 on all the other links. We can also argue that the
original CQED sector in Eq. (A1) can be equivalently
formulated using compact gauge fields aμðRÞ that are
nonzero only on exactly the same links as the independent
VμðRÞ. We assume this implicitly in all manipulations
below, both for these variables and for the related variables
V 0μðRÞ, ~VμðRÞ, vμðRÞ, kμðRÞ, and ~aμðRÞ that appear below.
We now operate with the constrained sums over the
integer-valued currents QρðrÞ and JρðrÞ, taken to be
“outside-most” sums in the partition sum. We change to
new independent summation variables on each link [32]:
P ¼ aQ − bJ; Q ¼ dP − bG;
↔
G ¼ cQ − dJ; J ¼ cP − aG:
ðA6Þ
Here, c and d are the same integers as in the binding term in
Eq. (A2), while a and b are new integers such that
ad − bc ¼ 1, which makes the above transformation
invertible in Z. If c and d are mutually prime, which we
assume throughout, we can always find such a and b, while
the arbitrariness a→ aþ kc, b → bþ kd does not affect
any physical properties discussed below.
The new variables PρðrÞ and GρðrÞ are also conserved
integer-valued currents with zero total currents. For each
PρðrÞ and GρðrÞ, we can uniquely determine QρðrÞ and
hence the corresponding fixed Bð0Þμν ðRÞ. Let us also find
for each PρðrÞ and GρðrÞ some fixed integer-valued
Bð0ÞP;μνðRÞ and Bð0ÞG;μνðRÞ, such that
PρðrÞ¼
1
2
ϵρσμν∇σBð0ÞP;μν; GρðrÞ¼12ϵρσμν∇σB
ð0Þ
G;μν: ðA7Þ
We can guarantee that given the constraints satisfied by
PρðrÞ and GρðrÞ, such two-forms Bð0ÞP;μνðRÞ and Bð0ÞG;μνðRÞ
always exist; while there are many possible choices, it does
not matter which one we use as long as it stays fixed. We
then have
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ϵρσμν∇σ½Bð0Þμν − dBð0ÞP;μν þ bBð0ÞG;μν ¼ 0; ðA8Þ
which implies that there exist integer-valued V 0μðRÞ, N0μν,
such that
Bð0Þμν ðRÞ ¼ dBð0ÞP;μνðRÞ − bBð0ÞG;μνðRÞ
þ ð∇μV 0ν − ∇νV 0μÞðRÞ þ δRμ¼0δRν¼0N0μν: ðA9Þ
We can again take V 0μðRÞ, N0μν as fixed functions of PρðrÞ
and GρðrÞ. Now, we can express BμνðRÞ in Eq. (A5) as
BμνðRÞ ¼ dBð0ÞP;μνðRÞ − bBð0ÞG;μνðRÞ
þ ð∇μ ~Vν − ∇ν ~VμÞðRÞ þ δRμ¼0δRν¼0 ~Nμν; ðA10Þ
where we have changed the summation variables from
VμðRÞ, Nμν to ~VμðRÞ ¼ VμðRÞ þ V 0μðRÞ, ~Nμν ¼
Nμν þ N0μν.
Let us write
~VμðRÞ ¼ dvμðRÞ þ kμðRÞ; ~Nμν ¼ dnμν þ lμν; ðA11Þ
where vμðRÞ and nμν are arbitrary integers, while kμðRÞ and
lμν are integers 0; 1;…; d − 1. Upon simple grouping of
terms, we now have
ωμνðRÞ − hextμν ðRÞ − 2πBμνðRÞ
¼ d

~ωμνðRÞ − 1d h
ext
μν ðRÞ þ
2πb
d
Bð0ÞG;μνðRÞ − 2π ~BμνðRÞ

;
ðA12Þ
where we define
~ωμνðRÞ≡ ð∇μ ~aν − ∇ν ~aμÞðRÞ − δRμ¼0δRν¼0 ~γμν;
~aμðRÞ≡ aμðRÞd −
2πkμðRÞ
d
;
~γμν ≡ γμνd þ
2πlμν
d
;
~BμνðRÞ≡ Bð0ÞP;μνðRÞ þ ð∇μvν − ∇νvμÞðRÞ
þ δRμ¼0δRν¼0nμν: ðA13Þ
Note that the integration over aμðRÞ from 0 to 2π and
summation over kμðRÞ from 0 to d − 1 effectively corre-
sponds to integration over ~aμðRÞ from 0 to 2π. The same
holds for ~γμν. We can also express PρðrÞ from Eq. (A7) as
PρðrÞ ¼ 12 ϵρσμν∇σ ~Bμν and see that Bð0ÞP;μνðRÞ, vμðRÞ, and nμν
appear only in the above combination that gives ~BμνðRÞ.
Furthermore, similarly to Eq. (A5), the summation over
constrained PρðrÞ and unconstrained vμðRÞ and nμν is
equivalent to a summation over unconstrained ~Bμν. The
partition sum becomes
Z½hextμν ðRÞ; Aextρ ðrÞ ¼
X
GρðrÞ
0 Z 2π
0
D ~aμðRÞ
Z
2π
0
Y
μ<ν
d~γμν
X∞
~BμνðRÞ¼−∞
e−S½ ~aμðRÞ;~γμν; ~BμνðRÞ;GρðrÞ;hextμν ðRÞ;Aextρ ðrÞ; ðA14Þ
S ¼ Kd
2
2
X
R;μ<ν

~ωμνðRÞ − 1d h
ext
μν ðRÞ þ
2πb
d
Bð0ÞG;μνðRÞ − 2π ~BμνðRÞ

2
þ λ
2
X
r;ρ

GρðrÞ þ c
gextρ ðrÞ
2π

2
þ i
X
r;ρ

c

1
2
ϵρσμν∇σ ~Bμν

ðrÞ − aGρðrÞ

Aextρ ðrÞ: ðA15Þ
In this reformulation, we have a new CQED system
represented by the compact gauge fields ~aμðRÞ ∈ ½0; 2πÞ
[and fluctuating boundary conditions realized with
~γμν ∈ ½0; 2πÞ] and a new boson system represented by
the conserved current variables GρðrÞ. We now argue that
these new variables give a direct representation of gapped
excitations in the topological phase obtained for small K
and large λ.
For a quick illustration, let us set Aextρ ðrÞ ¼ 0 every-
where. In this case, we can perform summation over ~BμνðRÞ
independently on each plaquette and obtain the Villain
cosine for the combination
ΘμνðRÞ≡ ~ωμνðRÞ − 1d h
ext
μν ðRÞ þ
2πb
d
Bð0ÞG;μνðRÞ: ðA16Þ
Such cosine terms represent dynamics (motions) of quan-
tum lines whose segments are created by ei ~aμðRÞ. From the
coupling to hextμν ðRÞ, we conclude that the new lines carry
electric field strength 1=d of the original electric field unit.
On the other hand, from the appearance of Bð0ÞG;μνðRÞ in
ΘμνðRÞ, we conclude that the new lines “see” each G
particle as if it is carrying b=d of monopole charge of the
new CQED system. We can state this equivalently as
follows: When a G particle is taken around such a new
line, there is a phase of 2πb=d; i.e., there is nontrivial
mutual statistics between the new lines and new particles.
For sufficiently small K and large λ, the quantum lines
created by ei ~aμðRÞ and the particles represented by GρðrÞ
are clearly gapped and are the only excitations in this
phase.
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By working a bit harder and keeping track of the Aext
gauge field, we can also show that the G particles carry
charge of 1=d with respect to Aext (i.e., we also have boson
charge fractionalization in this phase if d > 1), and that the
system has a quantized cross-transverse response charac-
terized by a rational number c=d. First, we note that the
current that couples to Aextρ ðrÞ can be written as
cPρðrÞ − aGρðrÞ ¼ c

PρðrÞ − bdGρðrÞ

− 1
d
GρðrÞ
¼ c

1
2
ϵρσμν∇σ

~Bμν − bdB
ð0Þ
G;μν

ðrÞ − 1
d
GρðrÞ;
where we use ad − bc ¼ 1 and manipulate so as to separate
out the same combination of ~Bμν and B
ð0Þ
G;μν as in the K term
in Eq. (A15). Second, on each plaquette R, μ < ν, we go
from summation over integers ~BμνðRÞ to integration over
real values as follows:
X∞
~BμνðRÞ¼−∞
½   ¼
Z
∞
−∞
d ~BμνðRÞ
X∞
~FμνðRÞ¼−∞
e−i2π ~FμνðRÞ ~BμνðRÞ½  ;
which can be viewed as an intermediate step in a Poisson
resummation from ~BμνðRÞ to ~FμνðRÞ. Finally, we perform
Gaussian integration over the ~BμνðRÞ, which can be
simplified, e.g., by changing to a new integration variable
xμνðRÞ ≡ 2π ~BμνðRÞ − ð2πb=dÞBð0ÞG;μνðRÞ þ ð1=dÞhextμν ðRÞ−
~ωμνðRÞ. The resulting action is
S ¼ 1
2Kd2
X
R;μ<ν

~FμνðRÞ þ c
ðϵμνσρ∇σAextρ ÞðRÞ
2π

2
þ i
X
R;μ<ν
~FμνðRÞ ~ωμνðRÞ þ
λ
2
X
r;ρ

GρðrÞ þ c
gextρ ðrÞ
2π

2
þ i
X
R;μ<ν
2πb
d
~FμνðRÞBð0ÞG;μνðRÞ − i
X
R;μ<ν
1
d
~FμνðRÞhextμν ðRÞ
− iX
r;ρ
1
d
GρðrÞAextρ ðrÞ − i
X
r;ρ
c
2πd
Aextρ ðrÞgextρ ðrÞ:
ðA17Þ
We see that the formally introduced ~FμνðRÞ can be
interpreted as integer-valued electromagnetic field tensor
variables conjugate to the compact ~aμðRÞ variables.
Integrating out ~aμðRÞ gives “Maxwell equations in the
absence of charges,”
P
ν∇ν ~FμνðRÞ ¼ 0, while integrating
out ~γμν gives the condition
P
RδRμ¼0δRν¼0 ~FμνðRÞ ¼ 0,
which is equivalent to zero total field for each component.
For small K, the quantum lines whose world sheets are
represented by ~FμνðRÞ are gapped, and for large λ, the
quantum particles whose worldlines are represented by
GρðrÞ are gapped, so we have managed to express the
partition sum completely in terms of gapped excitations in
this phase. From the coupling of ~Fμν to hextμν , we explicitly
see that the new lines carry fraction 1=d of the unit electric
field strength, while from the coupling ofGρ to Aextρ , we see
that the new particles carry charge 1=d of the original
bosons. The coupling between ~Fμν and B
ð0Þ
G;μν encodes
2πb=d statistical interaction between the new elementary
line and particle excitations. Finally, the last term,
iðc=4πdÞP ϵρσμνAextρ ∇σhextμν , is a property of the “vacuum”
in these variables and represents a kind of cross-transverse
response in this phase, which we see is quantized to the
rational number c=d in appropriate units.
When d ¼ 1, we have a quantized response, but the
quantum numbers of the gapped excitations are not
fractionalized, and, therefore, we have a SPT-like phase
characterized by the integer c. When d > 1, the quantum
numbers of gapped excitations are fractionalized, and we
have intrinsic topological order and a SET-like phase.
The cross-transverse response is due to unusual surface
states when the above phase borders a trivial phase (d ¼ 1,
c ¼ 0). Analysis of the surface theory in Sec. III C can be
carried over to this case in the absence of the spinon matter,
and we see that the surface of the SPT-like phase (d ¼ 1,
c ¼ 1) in the CQED × boson system has an emergent
noncompact electrodynamics whose flux couples to Aext,
as in Eq. (43). This tells us that the gapless surface mode
can be viewed as a ð2þ 1ÞD photon. Equivalently, the
surface can be viewed as a boson system without vortices,
which is always in the spin-wave phase, and, therefore, the
ð2þ 1ÞD gapless mode can also be viewed as a ð2þ 1ÞD
phonon.
We can now make the connection to the CP1 × boson
model in the main text, which we refer to as the Uð1Þspin ×
Uð1Þboson model. Here, we have additional spinon matter
fields coupled to the compact gauge field, schematically,
δS ¼ Sspinons½J↑; J↓ þ i
X
R;μ
½J↑;μðRÞ þ J↓;μðRÞaμðRÞ;
where J↑ and J↓ are integer-valued spinon currents con-
jugate to the ϕ↑ and ϕ↓ variables in Eq. (23). Using
Eq. (A13) and dropping all contributions of the form
i2π × integer, we can write
δS ¼ Sspinons½J↑; J↓ þ id
X
R;μ
½J↑;μðRÞ þ J↓;μðRÞ ~aμðRÞ:
All manipulations leading to Eq. (A17) do not touch the
gauge field ~aμðRÞ and also remain valid in the presence of
the spinon matter. Now, since the original electric field lines
have sources and sinks, the probing field hextμν ceases to be
meaningful and will be dropped; in particular, the charac-
terization using rational c=d for the cross-transverse
response collapses. On the other hand, the coupling of
the new G particles to Aext remains unaffected, and we see
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that they carry 1=d fractional charge with respect to
Uð1Þboson. Furthermore, upon integrating out the ~aμðRÞ
fields, we now have
X
ν
∇ν ~FμνðRÞ ¼ −d½J↑;μðRÞ þ J↓;μðRÞ; ðA18Þ
i.e., the spinons act as sources and sinks of the new field
lines encoded by the integer-valued ~FμνðRÞ, but these
sources and sinks are in multiples of d. We assume that
the spinons are gapped, and they are clearly confined in the
regime of small K; however, they destroy the structure that
we had of the integer-labeled closed lines. Nevertheless,
this destruction happens only for multiples of d, while it is
still meaningful to talk about closed line excitations of
strengths modulo d, i.e., we have line excitations labeled by
Zd. The final result is that there is no fractionalization of the
Uð1Þspin, but we still have Zd quantum line excitations and
fractionalized particle excitations carrying charge 1=d with
respect to the Uð1Þboson, with mutual statistics between
these lines and particles.
Note that in either the d ¼ 1 or d > 1 case, when the
system contains the Uð1Þspin and ZT2 symmetries and c is
odd, the resulting phase is distinct from a phase that is a
direct product of a trivial spin state times a trivial (or 1=d
fractionalized) boson state. This distinction can be
observed by measuring a quantized Witten effect as
discussed in the main text. To see this, one also needs to
carefully include the external gauge field coupled to
Uð1Þspin as we did in Eq. (28), particularly in the presence
of external monopoles, which we did not keep track of in
this Appendix.
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